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not:SC print nameslegibly; handwriting satisfactory for remainder.

Indices: CJ Negative C] See below
 

 

  
 

 

“/, Subject’s nanie and aliases Character ofcase

aN A.K.A., Contempt of Court (69)
. 8 A.K.A., Complainant [(] Protect Source Hp 6

‘fh Chief Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante }?’°  
\RELIGION TECHNOLOGY CENTER AKA
GHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY-VICTIM; Complaintreceived

CONTEMPT OF COURT (1) Personal [& Telephonic Date 12/19/1997 Time

Address of Subject Complainant’s address and telephone number

United States Courthouse, San Jose
(408) 535-5340

 

 

 

       
 

 
 

     

Complainant’s DOB SSAN Race Sex

M

Race Sex Height Hair Build Birth Date and Birthplace8 iP.

ag Lv EJ Malegs ; ; ; ;
z3 Age (0 Female Weight Eyes Complexion Social Security Number

a8
A
 

Scars, marks and other data 
 

Facts of complaint     Complainant advised that captioned subject
apparently violated a court order issued by complainant on April 25, 1997
as part of civil case Religious_Technology Center (RTC)i
case number: 96-2007 RMW EAI. has declared bankruptcy and by doing
so has avoided any civil sanction on this matter. Alleged violation
involves the posting_of RTC telephone record information on the Internet
by an associate of ] obtained the information from Pacific
Bell via mail using a civil subpoena issued in another judicial district.
Neither the court or the RTC were notified of the subpoena. When the RTC },-
became aware of the request eBey motioned the court and the complainant LIC

 

 

   

 

obtained a declaration from that he would not disclose cords
and abide by the court’s ruling. The Complainant ruled tha should
return the records to the RTC and he complied. The telephone information
posted on the Interne ly (based upon information provided to the
court by RTC attorney | (408) 292-7600) contains unique data
(misdialed #’s) that is specifically linked to the material whose
dissemination was prohibited by Complainant's court order. The computer

 

 

 

    

 

  

   

 

crime squad has performed i Internet investigative inquiries
strongly linking to the apparent disseminator of the
telephone information on the Internet.
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Title and Character of Case:
 

   
 

 

 

Date Property Acquired: Source from which Property Acquired: bee
ATTORNEY bac

09/22/1998 Pees)  
SAN JOSE CA 95113

Anticipated Disposition: Acquired By: Case Agent:
 

 

 

     
 

Description of Property: Date Entered
1¢ 1

THREE RING BINDER CONTAINING BACKGROUND ON CONNECTION
BETWEEN &

THREE RING BINDER CONTAINING DATA CONCERNING bé6
PHOTOCOPY OF THE ORDER PURSUANT TO JUDICIALLY SUPERVISED BIC
SETTLEMENT & FINAL JUDGEMENT TO INCLUDE PERMANENT INJUCTION
WITH EXHIBITS

 

 

**k SEE LATE EC DATED ( ) eax

Barcode: E1232559 Location: SJECR1C 11/12/1998

Case Number: 69-SF-121641 SEARCHED
Owning Office: SAN FRANCISCO shelShp heh———

NOV 1 2 1996
FBI — SAN FRANC)S
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Date oftranscription 3/09/98

 

 
 

   

 

telephone number was bé
contacted telephonically and was advised of onwae of the IC
interviewing agent. Before the interview began, was asked
whether he is represented by counsel. Stated that he does
not have a lawyer at the present time. The interview then
proceeded.

\Y was asked to come to San Jose, California, to meet   
with ‘she agent of record and an Assistant United States Attorney
(AUSA) regarding his involvement with the posting of the
Religious Technology Center (RTC) telephone numbers on the
Tnternet\ Wasalsoadvisedthat he was_ordered by a federal
judge to cease and desist in such action. admitted that he bé
was involved in civil litigation against the RTC, however, bye
denied any involvement in the posting of such telephone numbers.

then refused to answer any more questions and hung up.

   

  
 

 

  
   

 

   
 

    

 

 

 
 

Later| | faxed a letter to SA which is attached
and made part of this FD-302.

b6
Investigation on 3/09/98 at SAN JOSE, CA. (telephonically) bIC

File # 69-SF-121641 Date dictated 3/09/98

by sa |

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI andis loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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jé i of2To: Special ager]| _ Date: 3/9/98 Time: 2:53:14.PM w ‘a
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bye

   
March 9, 1998

“

VIA FACSIMILE AND U.S. MAIL

 

  Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation

950 S. Bascom Ave., Ste. 3011
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 998-5633
(408) 535-4696 fax

 

 

Re: Telephone conversation March 9, 1998 with Special Agent

Dear Agent||

   

Regarding our telephone conversation this morning, of course I will cooperate in

every way with a Bureau investigation. As you may know I live more than 250 miles aways

- from San Jose and my family just emerged from Chapter 7 Bankruptcy. So wedo not have-

the resources to conveniently meet with you at youroffice.

If you wish to send someoneto interview me about whateverfalse allegations the

Church of Scientology (who is undoubtedly behind such a smear campaign) has made, please

let me know so we can arrange a mutually convenient timeto talk.

Please bring with you any alleged documents that you claim are mine so I can

comment on them. AsI told you on the phone, I would never break the law nor disobey a

judge’s order. If I felt that a judge’s order was incorrect or unlawfulI still would not break it,

but I would seek relief from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco.

[have beenin civil litigation with the so-called Church of Scientology for over two

years now (C 96-20207 N.D.C.) and the cult has been aware since last Thursday that I am

currently asking the Honorable Ronald M. Whyteof the United States District Court, San

Jose to restrain them from Obstruction of Justice and tampering with my witnesses fora civil

trial now scheduled for March 30, 1998. I believe the cult — who is well-knownfor their

   



 

 

   
To: Speciala Date: 3/9/98 Time: 2:53:14 PM

 

Telephone conversation March 9, 1998 with Special Agent
   

March 9, 1998

Page 2 of 2

 

 

criminal past (See for example the stipulation of evidence in United
Crim. #78-401 (D.C.D.C. 1978, Church of Scientology v.| =

  

 

 

 C.D.O.S. 733), or Founding Church of Scientology v 802 F.2d 1448 (D.C. Cir.
1986) —is leading you on a wild goose chase in order to deflect and co-opt the sworn
declarations describing their unlawful harassment of my witnesses.

  

ft

If you have any questions, please feel free to call or write.

Very truly yours,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/09/1998

To: San Francisco

From: San Francisco

Contact sal|

approvedfy

prafted By: [nen@
Case ID #: 69-SF-121641 (Pending)

 

 

aka,

 

   RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER aka,
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY - VICTIM;
CONTEMPT OF COURT;
00:SF
 

Synopsis: Contact with AUSA
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Details: AUSA was contacted and the facts of this case
were presented To hinm._AUSA advised that he would be
willing to meet with an e = of record to resolve this

 

 

   
contempt of court matter. AUSA will be available for such
meeting either on March 19 or

This information is set forth for the purpose of the
file.

CC: 2- San Francisco
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Date oftranscription 3/11/98

Social Security b6
Account Number (SSAN)
Investigation (FBI), office in San Jose, California, voluntarily
and was advised of ‘the identity of the interviewing agent.
 

   
 

 

 

 

Thereafter, provided the following information:

is » Seiena of talked to
earlier in the day and was told by that the FBI had called

egarding Scientology Church telephone numbers that were be
posted on ternet by| |} a Norwegian BIC
national. |wanted to talk to the FBI because he had some 
information that he wanted _to provide to the FBI regarding the
Scientology Church and

remembered seeing the telephone riumbers posted
on the Internet. hought that might have posted those
telephone numbers on e Internet, however, he was not sure.

hat he believed _the numbers were posted by bé
believed that[_knew, since b?

both of them were involved in a civil lawsuit with the
Scientology Church, which they described as a cult.
theorized thatl lmay or may not have gotten the numbers
fron| | thought that could have gotten the
numbers through publicly available information.

Ls advised that the agent of_record had spoken
tol_|prie y earlier that morning, hewever.| had hung up
on the agent. Since it appeared that had us as an
intermediary to contact the FBI on behalf, was
advised that the FBI wanted to talk wi egarding the
postings on the Inte £ those telephone nunbers.[_]was
also advised that iffhad caused those numbers to be posted
on the Internet, that was a direct violation of U.S. Magistrate
Judge Infante’s order. Judge Infante had ordered to
surrender those telephone numbers to him. At the ee time,
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bé

bic

the government was not interested in prosecutin for those
postings, however, such postings must cease or will face
legal difficulties, for disobeying the judge’s decree.

The interview then concluded. However, before leaving,
left some documents relating to his civil lawsuit with the

 

   
 

Investigation on 3/09/98 at SAN JOSE, CA.
 

File # 69-SF-121641 Date dictated 3/11/98

by SA
 

 

   

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI andis loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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    Continuation ofFD-302 of ,On 3/09/98 »Page 2

Scientology Church, which he claimed that could provide the agent
with more background information regarding the Church. be

Do

The above mentioned documents are attached and made

part of this FD-302.
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3. Wogs at Cause by Keith Henson [Car chases and other modern
courtroom phenomena--adapted from the version published in Biased
Journalism]

[Glossary notes: "Wog"is a derogatory term scientologists use for
non scientologists. The next step up (when youstart taking their
expensive "courses" ij.e., brainwashing) is "raw meat." Scientology
claims, but never delivers, to release your "Operating thetan"
powers--where you are supposed to obtain "spiritual power" over MEST,
i.e., matter, energy, space and time, or in scientology’s arcane
jargon, you are supposed to be "at cause” over MEST. Scientologist
are known as "clams" on the net because Hubbard claimed (in _History
of Man_, also known as _What to Audit_) that humans are descended from
clams, not to mention sloths, and the fraudulent Piltdown man.]

Background: Scientology started duking it out with the Internet free
speechactivists in January of 1995 when their lawyer Helena Kobrin
issued an rmgroup to destroy a small but active usenet news group,
alt.religion.scientology. a.r.s was quickly restored on the machines
where the rmgroup had taken effect and rapidly increased in popularity
till it was one of the most read groups on the net.

Shortly thereafter, "Religious Technology Center" (a scientology
front) sued a critical former "minister" of scientology, Dennis
Erlich, Tom Klemesrud (owner of Dennis’s ISP, support.com) and Netcom,
which provided support.com with connection to the Internet. Dennis
wasraided undera civil search warrant and Tom was subjected to a
bizarre "blood attack" by a woman whoclaimed her hemorrhoids were the
source of blood splattered five feet up on Tom’s walls.

Over a year later RTC sued a well known internet personality Grady
Ward whohad been taunting them on a.r.s. The premise for the suit was
that he was the elusive "SCAMIZDAT" whohad been posting their trade
secret/copyrighted comic book "scriptures" on the Internet. No
evidence that | know about has turned up to support this idea. Of
course, chained anonymous remailers are a bit hard to trace no matter
who or what group was doing this.

My involvement came about when | took a look at someof this material
and wrote a letter to the Federal Judge in Grady’s case asking if he
really intended to allow the use of copyright and trade secret laws to
keep *criminal instruction manuals* (about theillegal practice of
quack medicine with their "emeters") from public view. When no
response was forthcoming from the Judge,| posted the letter, which

included as an example a document, NOTs 34, THE SEQUENCE FOR HANDLING
A PHYSICAL CONDITION. Scientology (RTC) responded by suing me.

Eyhist 6G  
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In the mean time, a fatal example of scientology’s "medical treatment”
has cometolight, the Lisa McPherson case. Lisa died of dehydration
while in the hands of Scientology, and there are a number of websites
with all the gruesome details, including pictures of her hands,
covered with what the medical examiner called cockroach bites. (See
http://www.primenet.com/~cultxpt/lisa.htm)

Lisa McPherson’s story has been on three US TV news shows(Inside
Edition twice) and was featured on a German show. A rumorhasit that
Lisa Marie Presley is paying for the civil and criminal defenses of
the cult over this incident.

Lisa Marie nearly died recently. It is alleged to be because she was
subjected to one of scientology’s bizarre processes. Her former
husband Michael Jackson collapsed after the same "treatment," whichis
Supposed to "sweat out" toxins and drugs.

Back to the lawsuit filed against me. After a vast amountoflegal
wrangling, the judges in the cases permitted the deposition of the
head of Scientology to be taken in the three cases.

Part four of the May 19-21 saga starts when Grady and | are leaving
the deposition of David Miscavige (taken in Palm Springs, California).

[Part one is the trip to Southern California, and the "bombthreat at
an airport” which scientology used to prevent lawyers being present,
part two is my picketing the cult compound at Gold Base near Hemet,
California. Part three is the deposition itself.]

ERE EERE EE KEKE KEKE KEEKE HERE KEKE

The hired (and armed) bodyguard for David Miscavige walked us
downto the lobby desk where we picked up our cameras and then out to
our car. He listened with considerable interest to the tale of Lisa
McPherson and how scientology tangled with the net and how Grady and |
got mixed upin this circus.

Weheadedoff to the north, realized we had overshot the road to
the Palm Springs airport and turned back. Since Grady’s flight was
not for a few hours, and bythis time it was about 1 pm, we stopped at
a deli/restaurant to have one last meal at the cult’s expense.

We hadn’t been in there 5 minutes when Tom Hogan [San Jose lawyer
for the cult] showed up to warn us not to post anything of substance
(hah! what substance?) from the deposition. Before Hogan showed, we
could ignore the scientology operatives who had been assignedtotail
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us. We found out later they were Pls (private investigators)--I guess
they decided that they needed professionals after they had lost us
twice the day before when we wereplaying with them, but trying not to
lose them. ,

As we were driving awayafter lunch, wefirst saw only onetail,
two youngerdudesin a late model car. | pulled a couple of U turns
and then pulled over to the curb. Grady jumped out and ran back to
get a picture. | nearly spilt my sides laughing as they frantically
backed up around a corner to get away from Grady. Wogs at Cause are
immune to cameras, but cameras cause scientologists, certain scumbag
lawyers, and Pls to scurry like vampires facing a cross.

After a few go arounds in some parking lots, we went south and
pulled in to a cul de sac so we could get some better pictures as they
want by. Then we went around the south edge of the airport and off to
the west, then south into an industrial park. We were playing loop
the loop through the parking lots and around backs of the buildings
when wenoticed the *second* car with only an older guyin it. He
waved us over and identified himself as a Pl, and told us that the
team was commissioned by the scientologists to follow us *wherever* we
went, though he would not identify himself further. His license (his
car lacked a front plate) was BAYBUMZ (California). | gave his and
the other license number to the copslater, the license for the car
the two younger guys were in can be seen in one of the photographs.
Both were late models, one blue, the other purple/blue. Since | had
the license plate numbers | didn’t care what models.

After the encounterin the industrial park, we wenta little
further west, then south, back to the west, and finally north on a
road which passed to the west ofthe airport.

| decided it would be a good idea to check the story, so we
called on the ceil phone and got directions for the Palm Springs
Police Department. It was within a few blocks of the airport.

Westoppedin front, went in, and Lieutenant McCabe of the Palm
Springs police came out with us and wentoverto talk to the older
dude who had stopped across the street from the station. In a few
minutes he was convinced that our tails were indeed Pls. Lt. McCabe
told us that Pls have what amounts to a "License to Stalk,” but that
as long as we were reasonably careful with the traffic laws, we were
welcometo lose them.

This sounded like an interesting challenge to me, but Grady
figured we had about run this episode into the ground, and in any    
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case, he had only an hour before he needed to checkin.

| dropped Grady at the Palm Springs airport about 2:30 and
considered "what next" because it seemed to me there was morelife in
this adventure somewhere. | looped out of the airport, followed
closely by mytails, drove by the Palm Springs Police Station and
continued on south to Hwy 111, and then southeast about ten miles to
the Embassy Suites--where we had stayed the previous night. | figured
that was one of the few places which would take me seriously about
there being three scientology operatives on mytail, since they knew
of the activities of the previous night.

The Pls stayed right with me, one ahead, and one behind. The one
behind ran red lights so they would always have two cars close to
mine. | stopped at three service stations before | found one who
would jack up the car and take a look underit for a locator bug like
Steve Fishman reported on his car some time ago. No luck. | was
really hoping | could take one off and get the cult charged forit,
but this must have been the economytail. Incidentally, the owner of
the second service station would not even consider looking under my
car becauseof (I think unjustified) stark fear of Scientologists.

Next to the Embassy Suites is a Lucky’s (giant grocery store) and
row of shops. | pulled in there and picked up another disposable
camera and some bottled water. Tossed the water in the car, unwrapped
the camera and went behind the row of shops. Being careful with the
camera, | jumped down a two meterretaining wall and went into the
lobby of the hotel. (Actually the way | went down the wall was not
one mighty leap, as | might have done in my youth, but dropping down
holding onto the top of the wall.) You can see the wall in one of the
webbed photographs. (www.best.com/~dkeith/pics)

A *lot* happened in the next two hours. | told the desk clerk
what wasup,being tailed by three scientology operatives. They knew
about the previous evening, and insisted on calling the cops. Oneof
the desk clerks offered to go get my car from the lot next door. So!
gave him the key, after warning him the operatives would not be happy.
They weren’t. He came back somewhat bug eyed with.this tale of being
stopped by the Pls who insisted on knowing who he was and what he was
doing with the car--thus providing the cops who camebylater with a
third party verification.

Both of the cops who showed up happened to be women. Thefirst
one, with the Riverside Sheriff's department (sorry | did not get
either of their names), was only about 5 feet tall, but solid. *!*
sure wouldn’t want to tangle with her. The second, a somewhat thin
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blond woman, was with the Palm Desert Police. Excellent professional
behavior from both of them, in what must have seemed a *thoroughly*
nutty but potentially dangerous situation. Of course Palm Desertis a
*rich* community, and you expect top grade policing.

| spent most of the time before the first cop showed up and some
of it afterwards talking to the local newspaper and TV station. Both
reporters | talked to were drooling over the chance to do a local
“slow speed chase” on camera/photographs but it was too near deadline.
Sigh, | even offered to lead the Pls through the TV station’s parking
lot so they could just poke a camera out a window. Well, the regular
media loses again, and you get it hot on the net.

(A few weeksafter this happened I was reading Scott Adams’ new
book, *The Dilbert Future.* Prediction 52, "In the future, everyone
will be a news reporter," really hit home. Downsizing has left the
traditional news sources with no resources to report the unexpected.
if you happen to be wondering why newsis so dull that a significant
part of the population no longer keeps up with newsatall, you now
know.)

| mentioned to both the cops and the media that | was not
thrilled at two hours on the road going back in the direction of LA
while being tailed by scientology operatives--and related the Scarff
affidavit where Scarff was told in scientology lawyer Moxon’s office
how he should run the president of the Cult Awareness Network, Cynthia
Kisser, off the road and kill her. (Not that | *really* expected such
of hired Pls. Killing citizens must be cause to lose a license; but
you never can tell--and there is nothing which forbids PI licenses to
scientologists.)

This went on to about 5:30 and it became clear that the media
could not fit the story in--the days of "Stop the Presses" are long
gone. It was also obvious that cops could do nothing. | had kind of
hoped that the local laws in Palm Desert might be a little more
restrictive on out of town Pls or maybe they could informally hang
onto these dudes long enough for me to get a head start on them, but
this seems to be beyond the rules. 1 presume they did locate the
three and talk to them because they confirmed again to me that the
three tailing me were Pils, and apparently the Pls told such a tale of
a dangerous "Wogat Cause”that the first cop felt the need to pat me
down. (At the stop where I had the car checked for bugs, | did advise
the older one that he might want to read up on what a wild character
he was following and he wrote downthetitle [Great Mambo Chicken and
the Transhuman Condition] | gave him.)
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ACTION!

The copsare not pleased by my speculation on how to shake the Pls by
a high speed chase on the roads north of Palm Desert up to the freeway.
Even if nobody gets hurt, the idea of all four of us being jailed for
speeding doesn’t appeal to me either. The exchangeratio of three
fines/jail terms to one is definitely too low to be properly at cause. As
| walk out the door with the car key in my hand, a very worried cop (the
second one) wants to know what | am going to do. | tell her the truth, "I
don’t know," and leave.

Now, to understand what happens next, you need a picture of the
layout of the Embassy Suites. It is on a chunk of land with a relatively
narrow frontage on Hwy 111 and a very deep lot. Behind the Embassy Suites
is an old palm grove about 300 meters deep andat least that wide. My car
is facing toward the back of the hotel (the lobby is in the middle facing
west). | figured | will drive around the back of the hotel since the car
is pointed in that direction. Since | have a full tank, and the GEO gets
excellent milage, perhaps | can run them out of gas on the mountain roads
south and west of Palm Desert.

WhenI reach the end of the paved section at the back of the hotel
there is no curb and a faint track where tractors had been in to plow
under the weeds and fallen palm fronds. Seeing this, | make an instant
decision. In a long ago and far away phase of mylife | drove off road
for thousandsof miles. So, figuring the worst that could happen would be
that | would get stuck, and at best *they* would get stuck, | drive out
into the sand atall of 15 mph.

Fifty yards out into the palm grove, | realize the groveis
surrounded on three sides by a 8-10 foot high concrete block wall. Hoping
for a break in the far right corner behind somethick trees, | head that
way. Alas, there is no opening *anywhere® in the back wall. So I veer
away plowing through sand and overfallen palm fronds like a small boat in
a choppy sea. If GMC needs a testimonial from a verrry satisfied
customer about the handling characteristics of a GEO in deep sand, I’m
their man.

Ah, did the media miss a golden opportunity! One, two, or three cars
throwing up sand like giant demented blue lizards! | don’t know if they
followed me. | couldn't look back for fear of wrapping mylizard around
one of the palms. The tape would be a treasure, especially if one of the

Pi’s cars followed me into the deep sand and got stuck.

Dodging palms, bucking and rolling and not daring to stop because the
car would get stuck, | make a huge U turn inside the wall through the sand

   



 

and palm frond mix. If there was a locator bug stuck underthe carit
might have been scraped off. Near the end of the wall (whichis perhaps
300 meters back from Hwy 111, the surface smooths out. As| go beyond the
end of the wall | see a cul de sac with a sloping curb.

A fishtail turn behind the wall and | am back on pavement. There are
some small office buildings ahead. | make a right, a left, go around the
end of one of them and park under a sun shade next to someothercars. |
jump out and hide inside a dumpster enclosure where | can watch my car. |
am half expecting them to drive up with a directional antenna--no point in
trying to shake them if there is a locator bug stuck under the car.
Memories of the chase sequence from Eric Frank Russell’s classic SF novel
“Wasp" where the protagonist parks and lets the Secret Police go by are
flashing in my head.

It is hot, |‘won’t be able to stay here long. Less than 20 seconds
go by, crouched downand looking out the crack between the gates, and what
lookslike the car with the two younger dudes goes blasting through the
parking lot past right in front of me going way too fast. They pass
within 15 feet of my car. It is clearly visible, palm fronds hanging out
behind it, but since it is parked, they ignore it. After they pass,|
peep out over the top of the enclosure. They stop at Cook, a main road,
50 meters beyond where | am watching them. | have vanished! They look
wildly around for ten to fifteen seconds, and then tear off to the north.
| don’t see the car with the older guy in it, perhaps he followed me into
the sand and got stuck.

Back to my car, pull out the palm fronds which are stuck around the
tail pipe and follow them north on Cook, turning east at the next major
intersection and then north through a housing development(hard to find,
most Palm Desert housing in that end of townis in gated communities.)

Eventually | come out on a street I can find on my not-very- detailed
map, go further east and north and find Interstate 10. The rest is an
uneventful drive back to Ontario. When | go by Hwy 79, which leads back
to Gold Base and Hemet, | am *sorely* tempted to makethe side trip and
picket them again. But, as much “at cause" over clams and clam Pls as
this wogis, | remind myself that this is, after all, only a hobby and
Real Life (tm) calls.

---Keith Henson  
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Contents: ARSCC Field Report: Henson Stealth Picket; Narrow Squeak
in DC (Saving the First Amendment--for now), by Declan

McCullagh; Crime of the Week by Benjamin T. Moore Jr.

Read at your own risk. This is **Biased Journalism**!

1. UFOs, Spray Paint, and PIs: Adventures at Cedars
by H. Keith Henson

[Something new: the photographs referenced in the text will be
present at the following url: //www.cedar.net/users/dvanhorn/henson.
If you are putting this issue on your web page, please make links.]

Either the fight with the Internet has *really* hurt scientology, or
the cult was a lot smaller than we thought when the fight started.

Six or seven months ago the TV show Sightings called me to see if I
would make and fly a UFO for them, something I was noted for in my
misspent youth. Eventually we settled on a date anda place, north of
Los Angeles, but within day trip range for the camera crew. I had
been looking for excuses to visit that part of the state -for some
time. By a lucky accident, Sightings picked Saturday, September 13,
auditor’s day.

I didn’t mention Sightings when I posted on the net after the last and
*impressive* Toronto picket reports that I was tired of my comatose
local clams and would go to LA that weekend to find some lively ones.

The adventure started on Friday. Judge Whyte must have put RTC vs
Erlich early instead of his usual just before lunch. So I missed the
hearing but met Darlene Bright (San Jose scn agent) coming out of the
courthouse. She didn’t look very happy and was kind of evasive about
what had happened when I asked her so either Judge Whyte ruled against
them, or the ruling was delayed. I mentioned to her that I would try
to get in a short picket that morning since I was in San Jose. She
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was not amused. I had something else to do first, so I showed up at
the San Jose org about an hour later, I guess that would have put it
11 to 11:30 am.

Other than it being in a place where there is little foot traffic, the
San Jose org is nearly ideal to picket. The walk is shaded with
trees, and it was a pleasant day, warm but with a nice breeze. The
org building is about 90 feet on a side and two stories tall. It has
parking on all four sides. There is a plowed-over lot to the east of
the org and a drop-in place for the homeless on the west side. The
back of the org is up against the 880 freeway close to First St.

Ted Mayett had asked for a count of parking spaces, so I walked back
through the plowed area to get a count of the ones in back. There are
between 95 and a hundred parking spaces, and 25 cars in the lot that
day~-counting one which has not moved in months.

After about half an hour Darlene came out and wearily took two
pictures and wrote down what I had on the sign. For variety I was
using an old sign which read on one side:

Scientology vs the Net

Scientology is a Scam

and on the other:

What happened to Lisa McPherson?

To that I added:

Xenu? Xemu?

Which was it Ron?

After a peevish remark or two about bigotry, Darlene tried to pump me
about how I was going to get to LA by expressing concern that my car
would not make it. I told her tracking me was the private
investigator’s problem, not hers. She said that scientology’s PIs
would not come clear up to the Bay area to start tracking me. I
reminded her that according to an affidavit filed in Federal court
(Tom Hogan’s false bomb threat in the airport) they did just that
before the Miscavige deposition back in May.

MikeSmith3 had left scientology wide open in the last post where he
quoted one of my memetics articles (where do they *get* these
people?). Because it took a while to generate an appropriate reply, I
was later than I liked getting out of town. If any PIs were tailing
me, I never saw them, in spite of considerable looking.

Interstate 5 is a dreadfully dull trip, and even worse at night. The
high point was a hamburger and a coke at McDonald’s. I was into LA
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before midnight. Won’t say where I stayed (except the bed was
comfortable) because I might want to use it again. Heh, my
scientology escort/counter marchers tried to weasel it out of me the
next day by making noises about me sleeping in my car.

My Heaven’s Gate/Scientology/Both UFO Cults! sign had "What happened
to Odhran Fortune? on the other side. Figuring Lisa was better
known, I put new paper over the Fortune side and scrawled:

Did "Standard Tech" Kill Lisa McPherson?

And in smaller letters:

Wogs at Cause $360K for a bridge? Knights of Xenu/Xemu.

None of this would have caused a stir in San Jose, but I was expecting
more action out of the headquarters clams. I was not to be
disappointed. With the sign and a 150 copies of Roland’s Xemu flyers
I started off for Cedars. Cedars is several blocks to the east of 101
on Sunset.

I would have been there earlier (breakfast was but a sweet roll) but
the directions I had were not clear and I wound up in Beverly Hills.
Doubling back, I arrived about 9:30. Leaving my sign in the car, I
made a one pass around the building with a disposable camera. I might
as well put descriptions in this text about the photos. [The photos
are temporarily at ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/hk/henson/cedars.pics/
and more permanently at the url above.]

The first one is the street sign on Sunset, "LRH Way," one of the few
streets in the US named for a person who died as a fugitive from the
law (at least from the IRS).

The area around the block-plus that scientology occupies is going
through a transition from seedy slums to high rises. Kaiser (an old
and very large Health Maintenance Organization) has a number of large
buildings and parking structures to the west. Cedars itself was a
hospital before scientology bought it. Just about every door in the
building is the "main entrance" for some scientology front. Next time
I will make a list.

I picked up an escort even without a sign. A scientology "chaplain"
asked me who I was, and I told him I was scientology’s worst nightmare
(slight exaggeration). Photo 2 is the northern most door on the east
side of the main building. The sign in Photo 3 is a little hard to
make out. The escort wouldn’t let me go on their property to
photograph it, but way back in a service area the sign says "Sea Org
Recruiting Office." Somehow it seemed appropriate. No rats I could
see but I was too far back to check on the roaches.

Photo 4 of the main entrance to AOLA which is across LRH Way from
Cedars. LRH Way is nicely done with red brick--be interesting to see
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how long it lasts. Brick streets break up quickly under heavy traffic
and porous brick is nearly impossible to clean.

Photo 5 is the other LRH Way sign. I caught one of the security
cameras in photo 6. This one is on the southeast corner of the main
building.

After a single pass around the building, I got my sign out of my car.
The content prompted an immediate complaint from the chaplain that I
was causing chaos although he would not say what on the sign offended
him. An enturbulated chaplain and I walked clockwise from the north
side of the building around to the east side. There I picked up two
more escorts. The two dudes in the photo 7 stayed with me most of the
morning. Photo 8 is of their guy. taking photos of me. This time they
stayed well back and did not shove the camera in my face like the
security guards did out at Hemet. The guy in the foreground is the
"chaplain." 9 and 10 are closeups of the guys in 7. 11 is the
"Auditor’s Day" banner on the wall next to the main entrance. For
being a major scientology holiday, they sure did not have much traffic
of publics in or out--which is why I think the Internet has hurt them
a lot more than we thought. I don’t think I saw more than a hundred
and fifty clams the entire time I was there.

After a walk around the whole block and two or three passes back and
forth along the west side of the building (which seemed to have the
most activity) a scientologist maybe in his 20s in a dark suit calmly
walked straight up in front to me, grabbed my sign stick right under
the cardboard and started spraying my sign with a can of red paint.
To put it mildly I was startled. Fortunately, the stick on that sign
is a short pool cue that was not about to break and I was able to get
both hands on it while the attacker only had one. The attacker was a
little taller than I am but lighter. I dragged him still spraying out
onto the brick roadway (not wishing to get onto Cedars property during
the incident) and kind of scraped him off on a parked car.

Once I broke his grip on the sign, he immediately ran away, going
inside Cedars while I fumbled for my camera but failed to get a photo.
The chaplain and my escorts did not seem surprised, and were clearly
disappointed that the red paint did not do much of a job obscuring the
words.

About 15 minutes later a guy in a red shirt tried it again with black
paint. JI ended that try the same way but even faster. It is
interesting to see which words they went after. Xenu I expected, but
they seemed just as upset at Lisa’s name and the dollar figure for the
"bridge" Hubbard sold them.

I was more together this time and got photos 12 and 13 of the black
paint guy running away and inside.

I didn’t realize it at the time, but the big banner you can see in 13
was to keep people inside from seeing my sign, At one point later
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when I was going down to a market for some water, they marched that
banner between me and Sunset. Of course, my pool cue sign stick let
me hold my sign higher than the silly banner.

They picked a conflicting approach, at first not blocking my sign, but
pointing me out with theirs which had big arrows and said "Criminal
SP". Later they gave up and just did their best to block anyone from
seeing my paint-spattered sign. The long stick I was using made this
hard since I could get my sign up over theirs most of the time. There
were a few honks and waves out on Sunset, but very non-scns travel LRH
Way.

At this point (around ten thirty) Lisa Derrick came by. I got her to
take photos 14, 15 and 16. I would like to know the name of the guy
with the purple tie to the left of me in 15. He isa high up I think
since he was the one later screaming in the white PI car. 15a is a
blowup of his face. Photo 17 is a close up of the sprayed sign. After
the altercations with paint, I commented that they were raising the
ante, had they given thought to what that might release? I don’t think
they got it at all. But I sure would not be a bit surprised to see a
lot more activity with Xen/mu and spray paint. Make it neat and
literary though. There is a lot to be said for stencils.

Besides walking up and down on the east side of the building, I made
one or two passes around the whole building, enturbulating the RPF
slaves working on the grounds. It was _really hot_. I couldn’t find
the extra water I had stashed in the car, so Lisa offered to go pick
up some from a store three blocks to the west of Cedars on Sunset. I
walked slowly after her, giving out an occasional flyer and missed her
at the store because she found a nearer place. The clams exhibited
some really interesting disturbed behavior over Lisa and me missing
contact, trying to goad me with the (untrue) claim that I had given
money to Lisa and she had taken the dollar (shortly raised to five
dollars) and run away from the picket in fear since there were only
two of us. Of course, the clams had their noses rubbed in their
stupidity when Lisa made it back.

On the way down to the store, my clam escort dropped off. When the
three guys who were carrying the large banner got about two blocks
from Cedars they started complaining about how silly it was for me to
be picketing and them to be counter picketing that far from the org.

This may have implications for the December Clearwater picket. It is
possible that a clam who starts feeling silly is on his way out. At
the Clearwater picket last March, two scientologist followed me to a
diner where I bought them lunch. I heard from one of them
subsequently in email indicating that he had left scientology. Be
interesting to see if any of the people who counter picketed me leave.
If one of you happens to be reading this, I will not hold your actions
and words against you. Scientology makes basically nice people into
monsters, but you can recover.

   



 

 

After picking up some water at a convenience store I headed back
toward Cedars on Sunset. My escort clams had mostly dropped off, but
three of them, the two with signs and one other, picked me up again as
I left the store. The one without a sign made an attempt to grab my
Xemu flyers within the first block, but failed because I had a good
grip on them, in spite of also holding a water bottle. I stopped to
rearrange things with my back to a wall.

It was an interesting tableau. If two of them had not been carrying
the big SP signs you would have assumed a mugging was in progress. At
that point a street person came along and rescued me by being a
witness. He let me walk next to his shopping basket keeping the clams
away from the hand holding the Xemu flyers. While he did not want to
get involved in the picket, he had a definite and *low* opinion of
scientology.

Photo 18 is a view east along Sunset from about the location where my
car was parked. Photo 19 is closer to the east corner of the block.
Lisa can be seen over one of the escort signs. Photo 20 is looking at
the north end of the Cedars building from the Sunset side of the
parking lot.

It was getting close to 11:30 by the time I got back from the water
run. Elliot Abelson arrived, you can see how he is decked out in one
of the photos, and he wanted to know how long I would be there. He
admitted that my being out there was making him rich since he was
billing RTC by the hour, but he had other things he wanted to do ona
Saturday.

The clams changed the escort method, using Auditor day posters instead
of the more confusing SP signs, which people could mistake for them
being on *my* side (and Lisa did at first). You can see one next to
Elliot Abelson in photo 21. They later added balloons, which you can
see in phono 23 (which must have been taken by Lisa) to try to screen
my sign from being seen. This too may have implication for the
Clearwater picket. Photo 21 is another picture of the big banner
blocking the door. There is a good view of the "chaplain" on the
left side of photo 24 if someone wants to put a name on him.

Photo 24 must have been taken close to my last pass north on LRH way.
On the last pass, heading for my car, one of the clams (whom Lisa
identifies as an Australian) came up behind me and grabbed maybe a
hundred copies of the Xemu flyer, and sprinted for the main Cedars
entrance. I chased him a short distance, but running with a sign isn’t
very efficient.

Elliot was embarrassed about his client’s behavior and felt obliged to
apologize, but he didn’t offer to recover the flyers stolen from me.
(I should have asked.) I wonder what the obligations are of a lawyer
who observes misdemeanor or possibly felony acts in public by someone
working for his client?

  
 



 

 

I made it known to Elliot that they had raised the ante in the whole
world wide battle, and that people would now feel much less restrained
in what they did to CoS, especially if it involved flyers and spray
paint. Elliot looked very unhappy, but he did not saying anything.

It was time to leave. My appointment with the Sighting folks was in
the early afternoon. Ableson and about six of the clams walked with
me back to my car. There were more than a few hot words exchanged
about the behavior of the clams, spraying my sign, stealing Xemu
flyers, attempting to get me to walk on Cedars property by suggesting
we cut through the parking lot, and attempting to frame me for
stealing by offering me one of the auditor day posters. I tossed my
sign in the back of my car and departed.

I turned right onto LRH Way and went around Cedars. When I got back
to Sunset, I noticed that most of the clams had headed inside but the
chaplain and Lisa were still out there talking to two female bike
cops.

While Lisa was there to counter the lies I was sure the chaplain was
telling the cops about me I was *not about* to leave under
circumstances where it would look as if I were the party running away.
So, instead of a left, I made a right, and parked a little beyond
where I had started and walked back. You can see the cops in photos
25 and 26. Photo 26 was the last on the roll.

I gave one of the cops a Xemu leaflet, told her about a stack being
stolen from me, and got the other one to take my name so there will be
a record to cite next time someone pickets Cedars. The cops asked me
to stay till they could get a supervisor to come by. More
scientologists wondered across the parking lot to get involved. Elliot
came back, looking unhappy. He wanted his Saturday. The cops really
didn’t want to get involved, but there are rules if someone takes a
photo of *them.* The supervisor drove up, inquired if I have any
problems with his officers. I assured him I do not. It was getting
beyond the time I wanted to leave for the Sightings taping.

I went around Cedars again. Rather than go up the west side of Cedars
I went an extra block to the west and made a left turn on Sunset at a
light. I stopped at the first place which looks like I could get some
more water (a service station) and two PI cars, a white one and a
gray/green one pulled in behind me. They parked next to each other.
Damn! I am out of film. I went back and knocked on the windows to
show them I know who they are, got back in my car, made a U turn on
Sunset and headed back to Cedars.

Elliot was still there talking to the cops. I stopped and bitched to
him and the cops about the PIs, I told him I am through with
scientology for the day and going somewhere the PIs are not likely to
be welcome. Will he call them off? Or do I have to ditch this batch
like the last one? Elliot was embarrassed again, says they hire the
best lawyers (Ha!) <fweet> but the PIs they hire leave something to be
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desired--I was not supposed to even be aware of them. They are just
assigned to follow me till I leave the area, but he won’t say what the
"area" is.

I told Elliot and the cops that I have lost scientology’s PIs before
and can do it again. I also mention the Scarff deposition where Scarff
reports being told in Moxon’s office to run Cyntha Kisser off the road
and kill her. Elliot says he is sure that did not happen in Moxon’s
office. I didn’t say it, but Scarff leaves something to be desired in
reliability.

The cops were not particularly sympathetic. Being followed by PIs or
worse comes with the territory if I am going to picket this particular
cult. Elliot insists they *must* keep track of me till I leave the
area because I am considered to be dangerous to them. It seems that I
am at cause over Miscavige again.

So. The cult has to keep track of little ol’ dangerous me if I am in
the area. I can work with this, can they?

I laid out how I am going to deal with this to Elliot. I will find a
phone, call and see if the UFO people (Sightings, I did not tell them
who was taping my UFO launches) can put up with two cars full of
scientologists and private investigators. If they can’t, I will come
back and picket Cedars all afternoon. Elliot is *not* happy, but the
fees he will collect for staying there all afternoon soften the blow
some. (Or perhaps he worries I will buzz Cedars with a UFO pulling a
big Xemu banner if I go off to fly UFOs.)

I took off, around Cedars again with two PIs cars in tow looking for a
place to make a call and get more water and another camera.

(IE you want to follow the next part in detail pull up a map of east
Hollywood on the net. Try sticking 5500 W Harold Way, Los Angeles, CA
90028 in the Yahoo map function. )

On Sunset at Western, a few block west of Cedars, I found myself
stopped for a light next to an LA cop car. Remembering that you
should always exploit an unexpected opportunity when being tailed, I
hook a thumb back at the white car behind me and tell the two cops
that I think guys in the car tailing me are private investigators, but
they might be scientologists goons. The cops are interested. The
light changes, they drop back and get behind the white car. I turn
right at the next street onto St Andrews, the white car turns, the
cops turn, and the blinking lights go on. The white car pulled over.
The green/gray car is half a block back, but I know they will pass the
cops and the white PI car at high speed when they catch up and be on
my tail again.

I made the next right on Harold Way, and zipped back to Western. Luck
was with me, no traffic. I made a dogleg turn, left, then right into
Carlton Way. Half a block down Carlton, there is a place on the left
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where a house was ripped out, making a driveway into a big
construction site (photo 27). (I was still out of film. The photos of
the getaway route were made by mysterious means.)

I pulled in, and parked out of sight behind the wall you can see to
the left of the utility pole. No cars come by, but I reflect that
they might have seen me pull in. Even though it is Saturday, the gate
left of the trailer in photo 28 into the main construction area was
open, and inside offers better concealment. I drove though and
stopped completely out of sight from Carlton.

Well! I seemed to have gotten clean away. There was a gate opening
onto the next street, Hollywood, a major route parallel to Sunset.
Out that gate and they will never see me again. You can get a long
view of the gate in photo 29 and a look through the gate onto
Hollywood in photo 30.

A construction worker who was changing out one of those multi gallon
soda pop canisters can open it for me. Not only was there a way out,
but there was a *pay phone* (photo 31) right next to where I was
parked.

I rooted around a bit and located the directions out to the UFO
shooting site and gave them a call. One of the people I am looking
for was already out there. I asked if the scientologists and PIs can
tag along to the UFO taping.

The producer said for me to bring them along, she will see if they can
work them in. Scientology is, after all, a UFO cult, might fit right
in.

Now I have to find the lost PIs. I don’t need the other gate opened,
thanks! I figured the best way to find the PIs is just to go back to
Cedars and have Elliot call them. I headed back toward Cedars, making
a right turn on Serano Ave.--and here they come. I bet they were
happy to find me and will be less than happy to find out I was looking
for them.

I pulled over and stopped near Sunset, walked back and rapped on the
window. The older PI driving (obviously a long retired cop) calmly
rolled down the window. The clam next to him (Purple tie from the
picket) gibbered at me about how siccing the cops on them did not work
(heh). I told them I called and it is ok for them to come to the UFO
shoot, noticed they have a cell phone and asked them to call Elliot
and let him know I will not be back today. Do they want directions?
At this Purple Tie nearly goes nuts, screaming "Get out of here!"
but the calm and sensible PI who wants the directions prevails.

So I went back to my car, got the directions and let him copy down the
route to the UFO shoot. Purple Tie was agitated, but kept quiet. I
wondered whether he calmed down enough to call Elliot so he could go
home. Would it have been the RPF for him if I had given them the
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Slip? While the PI is writing down the directions, I am looking at a
document on the front seat about me coming to town and what to do when
this calamity comes to pass. I can’t tell exactly Now many pages,
5-10 would be my guess. My fingers thetans were itching to grab it,
but even though they ripped paper from me I let it pass. Maybe I will
ask for it in the next lawsuit.

A few blocks away I stopped to pick up some more water and another
camera. Then it was off to the UFO shoot, a two hour drive out
Hollywood, 101, 405, 14, and Pear Blossom Highway. I only took one
picture of the white car, and that through the rear view mirror.
(photo 32)

Only one interesting incident on the way out. A really large green
plastic box had fallen off a truck. I swerved around it, the white
car behind me made a violent swerve to get around it. Since I was not
actually in much of a hurry, I turned around, went back, and shoved
the box off the road. It was fairly heavy. I opened it up and found
it to be packed with clothing. There was a car registration or
similar owner identifying slip of paper near the top. The tailing
cars had come back with me and were parked across the roadway. I was
wondering what if anything I should do with this box when a sheriff
patrol car pulled up. The sheriff deputy wondered what all the cars
were doing, especially since the gray/green one pulled out in a hurry,
back toward LA. I guess they did this so that if I got the sheriff to
detain the white car they would still have someone free to tail me.

I told the deputy I had just stopped to shove the big green box off
the road, and that this slip of paper might lead to who it belonged to
and that 1) I was going out to conduct a UFO launch for a TV show, so
watch for one after sunset, and 2) the car across the road plus the
one which just tore off were PIs working for the scientology UFO cult
who were following me out to the UFO launch. The deputy was *quite*
amused, and appreciative I had moved the box off the roadway before
someone hit it. About this time the owner of the box came back, so
the problem of what to do with it was solved.

Now that I think about it, the PI was the only one showing in the car.
I wonder what happened to Purple Tie. Had he bailed out in LA, or was
he huddled down on the floor biting the carpet?

A few miles further down the road was’the house where I met the
Sightings video crew. It was ona private road, so the PIs parked
where they could watch the road in. The crew had an interview with
some well known UFO dude who had driven out from the midwest. They
set up on the bank of the nearby California Aqueduct to create an
interesting backdrop for the interview. (Photo 33) After an hour or
two of talking to the owner of the place and some of his friends who
had come over to watch, and filling up/launching a test balloon to see
how bad the wind was, I went looking for the clams and PIs. No luck,
they had split. I guess that being in a UFO TV tabloid was not part
of their game plan.
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The TV.taping crew broke down the setup on the aqueduct and started
looking for a good place to tape an interview with me and the UFO
launch. They found what I consider to be a rather sub optimal place
because of too much wind on the top of a hill. Photos 34, 35, 36, and
37 are from that site. After a bit of an interview (which was mostly
about nanotech and cryonics rather than UFOs) they taped me building a
UFO (stapling up crepe paper) on the back of a car, and filling a gas
bag.

Of course, I thought of the perfect answer to the question they asked
of "Why do you do this?" about a day later. If nobody did UFO hoaxes,
they wouldn‘’t have any material for their show! We were hoping the
wind would die down after sunset, but there was way too much wind on
the top of the hill to launch. But by going down the hill a ways, we
were able to find a low wind pocket. There I lit up the candles in
the crepe paper bag and let it go into a sky which was nearly indigo
in color with a few stars starting to show, I was too busy to get
photos of the launch or the glowing ball in the sky, but the Sightings
tape of my creation should air sometime in January.

The crew broke the equipment down and we went back to the host’s
house. The director and camera guy were really happy with what they
got, and had another shoot early the next day, so they and the sound
guy of them left rather than stick around. They missed a delicious
steak dinner, with all the trimmings, including interesting tales
around the table. I am far from the only person with a number of
wild stories.

After dinner I had enough materials for two more lights and there was
a *lot* of helium left in the tank. So we made a giant two light
version which you can see in photos 38 and 39. We had a fair amount
of problems with it, but we got it launched about 10 pm, giving the
locals two UFOs "sightings" in one evening.

I looked for them on the way out, but no PIs showed up on my radar
screen. I suppose they figured I would go back to San Jose that
night.

[Fade to Black]

Three days later in the early afternoon on I was in Hemet (photo 40).
The state highway department is working on a new bridge over the San
Jacinto river and the route through Gold Base has been detoured (Photo
41) but is still open. The place still looked like a Nazi theme park.
The clams were reroofing some of the buildings in anticipation of
heavy rains this winter. (Photo 42). Some progress has been made on
the big complex on the west end of Gold Base, but no workers were in
Sight. (Photo 43) Sadly I just don’t have time to picket today.

DISCONTINUITY

Late afternoon, back at Cedars, I turn down LRH Way, stop nearly in
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front and give the place a once over. Few clams in evidence. Bike
security guard ignores me as he passes in front of my car. (Photo 44)
Is this a clam? I follow. Yep, he turns in. (Photo 45) I park and
walk back. "Yo dude, you missed me!" I call. He and a guy ina
white shirt look at me but decide to ignore me. I take a picture of
the Sea Org entrance. (Photo 46) Dilemma! Should I get out my
painted up sign and make it *obvious* that I have returned? Or should
I let Miscavige, Rinder, and Ableson find out from the net that a
"dangerous" SP was completely ignored by their "security?"

tts late, I’m tired. RPF the lot of them, I’m going home.

--H. Keith Henson

P.S. Thanks to Lisa Derrick. Solo picketing has a few drawbacks,
among them nobody to take pictures.

And thanks to Shelley Thomson for editing this. What you see is a
major improvement over the first draft. Picketing doesn’t take all
that much time. Writing up and editing what happened is the big time
sink.
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On Wednesday, March 11, 1998, the behow signed agent bé
received at the office of the Federal Bure tigation, BIC
via the United States Mail, a letter from dated March   e 9eT

9, 1998, regarding the posting of the Church of Scientology
telephone numbers on the Internet.

The above described letter is attached and made part of
this FD-302.

UPLOADED ACSee
* DATE 3/1}

 

 

  

 

Investigation on 3/11/98 at SAN JOSE, CA.

File# 69-SF-12164iS Date dictated 3/12/98 b6
b7c

by SA
    

This documentcontains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI andis loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.  
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FD-302 (Rev. 10-6-95)

Date oftranscription 12/19/97

| Attorney At Law, 60 South Market
 

 

 

 

San Jose, California, 95113, date of birth bé
was interviewed by telephone at his place of bic

employment. After being advised of the nature of the interview
and the identity of the interviewing agent, provided the

   following information.
 

  is plaintiff counsel for the Church of
Scientolo in a case titled, Religious Technology Center v.
[|zites in Federal Court in the Northern District
aliLornia, San Jose, California, case No. C 96-20207-RMW. b6

believes the defendant, | | provided phone numbers 6 bIC
Church of Scientology members to Jin violation
of a Federal court order issued In the above styled case.

then posted these phone numbers to a news group over

the Internet.

 

 

 

 

 onitored numerous news group
postings between and during the course of the
civil lawsuit. bE

 

   

 

 bdvised he filed an application with the court on
Wednesday, December 17, 1997, that contained all relevant
information connecting |and
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Investigation on 12/19/97 a San Francisco, CA (telephonically)

Fey 69-SF-new (2-((ptl -—YW Date dictated 12/19/97 oe
Do

by SA b7C
    
 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.  
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ey ‘,
“Sy Date of transcription 3/16/98
\ ‘. N
‘ ‘on March 10 , 1998, sa| | accesce the

rnternes and downloaded the postings of
nd| | relating_to a posting by| _ |

contact with Special Agent £ the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The documents were given by sal to SA bé
to be placed in the case file. BIC

The documents are attached and made part of this FD-

 

 

  

302.

Investigationon

_

3/10/98 a SAN JOSE, CA. (telephonically)

_

1<
b7c

File # 69-SF=-121641 Date dictated 3/16/98

SA
by SA     

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ofthe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.  
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_» Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBI toa HpialesisSigalconucegmgnewsimse@2°03 19@ait2éreiigion%Zescientology . ~
“ver

Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBI to
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

e e b6

investigate PIC
|

From | | vn

Organization Netcom be
Date Tue, 10 Mar 1998 13:36:31 -0800 Buc

Newsgroups alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal,comp.org.eff.talk,ait.censorship

Message-ID |
References i

 

>

> agent|ot the San Jose, California office of the Federal
> Bureau of Investigation confirmed yesterday that the criminal cult
> of scientology asked Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante of the
> Northern District of California in San Jose to "investigate"
>| upon their unfounded allegation that he was responsible for
publishing to the Internet a secret list of telephone numbers that
he had_previously been ordered to keep secret. According to Special

|

 

   is
t
ey

~~
)

O
F

Agent who lied td__]when he said that he was "not a
targe’ e cult could prove that a list of telephone numbers
published some months ago on the Internet were authentic”
confidential cult numbers from Religious Technology Center, Inc.
lawfully obtained by | by subpoena.

 

 

This ex parte application to the Judge was kept secret from|__|
who, besides of course denying the false allegations, would have
noted that he has made his own motion to Hon. Ronald M. Whyte to
restrain the criminal cult of scientology from its continuing
obstruction of justice and witness tampering. Pe

O

    lead attorney for the cult has previously bragged
about his role in helping to select Magistre Infante for the bench;
Hon. Ronald M. Whyte was previously a landlord for[|whose
office is at 60 South Market St. in San Jose.

 

All eyes are now on Judge Whyte as the Sun-Mic Judge in
the dispute over the Java trademark. Trial foddin the two-
year long battle over allegations of copyright infringement is set
for March 30, 1998 in San Jose.

For more information:

Special AgentL___—sd
Federal Burueau of Investigation
950 South Bascom Avenue, Suite 3011

San Jose, CA 95128

‘oice

(408) 535-4696 fax

t
O

oO

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
V
V

r
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Wouldn't you know it: Special aAgent[_____it

03/10/98 16:11:47   
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f Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to‘ask FBIte investigates hittp://ww72.aliavistaitlcon/cgguineisinse@25051S@ait%2ereiigion%2ésciéntology
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ty
Re Cult secretly asks Judge to‘ask FBI toinvesiond
£

Subject: Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBI to investigate
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 18:27:58 GMT
From:

Organization: Netcom On-Line services
Newsgroups:alt.religion.scientology, misc.legal, comp.org.eff.talk, alt.censorship
Followup-To:alt.religion.scientology, misc.legal, comp.org.eff-talk, alt.censorship

@

t t E

 

   

 

C
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Subject: Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBI to investigate
Newsgroups: alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal,comp.org.eff.talk,alt.censorship

Followup-To: alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal, comp.org.eff.talk,ait.censorship
References: <3505624a.2871668@news.supernews. com>
Organization: Netcom On-Line Services
Distribution:

 

kote:
 

3 AgentL____— of the San Jose, California office of the Federal
: Bureau of Investigation confirmed yesterday that the criminal cult
of scientology asked Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante of the

: Northern District of California in San Jose to "investigate"
: upon their unfounded allegation that he was responsible for
: publishing to the Internet a secret list of telephone numbers that
: he had previously been o d to keep secret. According to Special
: agent[~ who lied to when he said that he was "not a
: target," "the cult could prove that a list of telephone numbers
: published some months ago on the Internet were authentic"
confidential cult numbe from Religious Technology Center, Inc.
lawfully obtained by| by subpoena.

o
o

~1
O
F

oO

 

 

 
I happened to have called| Jon another subject just after he got a
call from Agent [ Not wanting the FBI to be uninformed about the
pervasively criminal cult behind this, I offered to come in and supply
them some background. Agent ltook me up on this, so I went in for a
visit yesterday a little after 3 pm.

  
 

 

Interviews in FBI offices are interesting. The interview rooms are off
the bullet proof lobby. (I have been in three of these places by now,
including the FBI Clearwater office where I reported to the head of the
office that a company with strong ties to the cult they once raided
occupied the next floor up--generating a serious level of concern since
all it would take to listen to the conversations in the FBI office was to
put your ear to a floor penetration.) There is an obvious TV camera
focused on you. A cop} pe (if they made one) would be an
interesting item since Stated to me that had posted
the list which startedthe read on those phone n ers--a "fact" I have

been unable to verify on DejaNews.

 
 

I said I thought that was very unlikely, but that if it was the case, I
bet the phone numbers were all from public sources. I did not follow the
thread closely, but what I remembered_of it was that ail the numbers
posted turned out to be public. No, said, they could prove
that the numbers came from and a they wanted to do was to verify
that| | would knock it off (specifically not post more of the cult's b6
phone numbers) and they would report that the was closed to Judge b7C

Infante. I told agent|——] that I would let know why they wanted to
talk to him, and that while I could not imagine violating an order,

it seemed really unlikely that he would be posting material held under
seal in the future (or past for that matter).

 
 

   
  

 

We also had a rather lengthy conversation including mention of a former
neighbor of mine who just retired as an agent, and the criminal activities

1 of2 03/10/98 16:14:11    



 

 

 

4 .
‘Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to‘ask FBI toinvestioate a, news:hkhénsonEpPM8MM.F7B@netcom.comlL @

of the scientology cult and the companies fagent[i it, such as
TradeNet and their "laundry balls." I left Agent] with some

 information on the cult vs the net, (some of the fun stuff, like the car

chases by the PIs), and a few URLs.

The cult is enlisting the judicial and law enforcement agencies on their
side against citizen's who are standing up to the RICO cult. I think it 1

O
S

cy

is essential that this attempt backfire.

This ex parte application to the Judge was kept secret fron[
ave: who, besides of course denying the false allegations, would

noted that he has made his own motion to Hon. Ronald M. Whyte to
restrain the criminal cult of scientology from its continuing
obstruction of justice and witness tampering.

 
:| lead attorney for the cult has previously bragged
: abou is role in helping to select Magistre Infante for the bench;

a
e

o
o

ae

 

Hon. Ronald M. Whyte was previously| | whose
office is at 60 South Market St. in San Jose.
 

the dispute over the Java trademark. Trial fo in the two-
year long battle over allegations of copyright infringement is set
for March 30, 1998 in San Jose.

All eyes are now on Judge Whyte as the iatfod| Judge in

For more information:

bé

special agent[_____ pic
Federal Burueau of Investigation
950 South Bascom Avenue, Suite 3011
San Jose, CA 95128

voice

(408) 535-4696 fax

atake note. There are some good stories here.

03/10/98 16:14:13
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Re: Cult-secretly asks Judge to‘ask FBLtoinvestigatd eS news!3507a8542787333@imiplba:best:com *

 

 

 

Subject: Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBI to investigate
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 20:57:36 GMT

   
 

 

From:| |
Organization: The ARSCC (there is no ARSCC) be
Newsgroups:alt.religion.scientology, misc.legal, comp.org.eff.talk, alt.censorship b7c
 

 

 

pate | |
wrote:

| wrote:

: AgentL__—sédof: the San Jose, California office of the Federal
: Bureau of Investigation confirmed yesterday that the criminal cult

: of scientology asked Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante of the

Northern District of California in San Jose to "investigate'f

: [upon their unfounded allegation that he was responsible for

: publishing to the Internet a secret list of telephone numbers that

he had previously been ordered to keep secret. According to Special

: agent{—_] who lied to[____]when he said that he was "not a
target," "the cult could prove that a list of telephone numbers

published some months ago on the Internet were authentic”

confidential cult nun from Religious Technology Center, Inc.

lawfully obtained by| by subpoena.

ee

bé

bye

ee
8

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

V
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S

 

<snip>

Interesting.

[Jonce upon a time told a.r.s what numbers the cult wanted to
know were on his phone records. The clams filed an OSC and there was
a hearing about this.
Apparently, under Infante's Orders[____couldn't even tell the

people whose numbers were subject to the search of his phone records
about the search, as it was under seal to protect HIS privacy.

>

>

>Subject: New Criminal Cult Telephone Hit List

>From: | |
>Date: 1997/05/03

>Message-ID: | |
>Newsgroups: alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal,comp.org.eff.talk

>

>

>The criminal cult of scientology just filed (under seal) a new list

>of the people that they believe I have been conspiring with me

>by telephone to involuntarily sodomize them.

>

>They have asked Magistrate Edward A. Infante to supply them

>the date, time, and duration of any contacts I may have had with

>them.

>

>Magistrate Edward A. Infante's address is:

>

>Hon. Edward A. Infante

>United States District Court

>280 South First Street

>San Jose, CA 95113

>

>(415) 535-5364

 

 

03/10/98 16:15:29

  



  

Re: Cultsecretly asksJudge to‘ask FBItoi enews:35072854,2787333@antp|babest.com
4

>Here are the people and their numbers

>(the entire number was in the filing, but I xXX'ed out some digits for privacy)
>
 

o
y
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a
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Re: Cult secretly asks Judgeto ask-FBIott| S news:3507a854.2787333@nntp!be.best.com ,

 

   

 

   

bé
b7¢

al

>

>

>The above are ENEMIES OF THE CULT OF SCIENTOLOGY

If this is what they are dealing with, Infante might be interested
to know that Whyte ALREADY dealt with the matter, and that the motion
to Infante is improper.

Additionally, Once upon a time |successfu ly subpoena'd RTC's De
phone records, prompting a threatening call fro and resulting BIC
in the discovery that someone at RTC has placed the subpoena request 
in with the phone bill. He gave them back, or at least to a local
magistrate, the next day (IIRC)

>

>Subject: RTC loses telephone subpoena notice in stack of unpaid bills

>From: | |

>Date: LIDT/04/2Z0

>Message-ID: |

>Newsgroups: alt.religion. scientology

>

>

>More humor from the kriminal kult:

>

>THe cult admits that it was served notice on April 4, 1997

>of my subpoena of all its Pacific Bell phone records but that

>it was not opened until the llth because someone thought

>the letter from Pac Bell Investigative Services was the

>phone bill and put it on a stack to pay.

 

 

 

 

>

>When it was ope 1@ lith, it still took 4 days to

>percolate up to who then started hitting the

>8 alarm fire bell which really pulled the ‘hos and cocksucker

chain.

>

>

claims that they will both be force to change hundreds of

>phone numbers AND advise all of the 3rd party phone numbers

>that their privacy has been potentially violated.

>

>I wonder what said efabout this new

>screw up? It Is hard €o Delieve the DM is pleased with the way

>the holy laws

 

  s
D

O
S

O 

 

he of Clambake fame. posted a list of numbers
from an unknown source that a number of people followed up on. These
might be the alleged secret RTC numbers.

 

Wouldn't put it past the clams to mix up the various phone things to
 

   

 

get in trouble.

>

>

>Subject: PHONE NUMBERS !

>From:
   

03/10/98 16:15:33

  



 

a

Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to ask FBItoinvestigate ~ news:35072a854.2787333@untp1.ba.best.com
 

 

  

      

   

     
   

   

 

   

    

  
   

 

>From: |

>Date: 1997/11/08
>Message-ID: | |
>Newsgroups: alt.religion.scientology
>

>

>HEY CULT!

>

>You know how much I love a good party. But what's

>a party without party crackers? Nothing!

e
o

w
d

O
D

 

>

>So here comes one from me: CULT PHONE NUMBERS!
>

>OSA: I bet you wonder where I got them from!

> BWAHAHA! !

>

>Cult telephone contacts including lawyers, hotels,

>banks, politicians, movie stars many numbers are

>unlisted notice the international numbers

>representing places such as Aruba, Bahamas, and

>Luxembourg this list is concentrated evil

>

>Any John's or Tom's in here...?

Vv
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Re: Cult secretly asks Judgeto ask FBI toimestene|
fe

news:35074854.2787333@nntp1.ba.best.com

@

 bé
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a

Re: Cult secretly asks Judge to askFBIroves ® “nows:35072854.2787333@nntp!babest.com
wh  
 

   
a

>Yours faithfully, |- Adm. TOXE CXI
>

>OPERATION CLAMBAKE --> http://home.sol.no/~spirous/Cos/
>S TOP THE CULT OF SCIENTOLOGY

hone records;|__]posts a

posts some other phone records,
the subpoena'd phone records.

 

 

 

 

e
n
)

  

 

   

  

IOW... [_kubpoena's the
DIFFERENT SET of phone records;
THEREFORE (in cult logic)

This is on par with the Togic that[___]is Scamizdat.
Wonder if the agent cares. I kinda doubt it. He's been told what

to do by a federal Magistrate.
Isn't lying to a federal agent a criminal offence?
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Date oftranscription 3/16/98

On Monday, March 16, 1998, ‘the below signed agent

  

received at the Fe ion office in San
Jose a letter from The letter dated
March 10, 1998 and was sent vi United States Postal Service.
The letter was in regard"piv lawsuit against the be
Church of Scientology. @arned of the agent’s name and b7C

  office’s address through an Internet posting by
 

The documents are attached and made part of this FD-

 

 

  

 

302.

Investigation on 3/16/98 at SAN JOSE, CA.

File # 69~SF~121641 | Date dictated 3/16/98 Pee
by SA   

  

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI andis loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

  
 



 

 

 

   
 

  Special Agen 10 March 1998

Federal Burueau of Investigation

950 South Bascom Avenue, Suite 3011

San Jose, CA 95128

 

Re: Scientologyqf bic

 

  
Dear Agen
 

 

  
I read a posting by, fe phone numbers posted to

the newsgroupalt.religion.scientology.
 

 

  In RTC vs they told Judge Brinkemathat I was “in possession of

stolen property” - nowhere in 5” of ex-parte filings did they mention that whatI had

posted to the Internet wasat that time, infact, an unsealed pubic court record in the central

district of California.

 

I have suspected that just the prior to instigation of thier raid upon my

homethey were in fact responsible for posting copyright stuff to the net that ended up in

a .log file - from leaving “logging function on” while browsing various newsgroups-

I never was fined a penny for postingof the public court record to the net, they ran me out

of moneyto litigate, and I was unwilling to pursue the case to the appellate level due to

the stress and my own poorhealth.

I was decieved by Scientology when I was a teenager, and spent 10 years

as a virtual slave in their “sea Organization”. I know howtheythink. If they can get away

with it - then it is legal. What I wonder about is what about that report of a bomb threat

to an airline that was introduced ineithelcaseofase [i
forgot which] [ both in Judge Whyte’s Court ]- which was obvious to me as being another
put up job by these masters of deceit.

I am not proudto state that I was once one of them.

I am proudto state that I am willing to use that knowlege to try to save as be

many folks the unfortuate experience called Scientology.
 

   

Kecejved! ahelas
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see http://wwwQPraret.com for more on thecult of?- and-greed

For some,the process has also been dangerous.Earliertis month,

__,. . Germanpolice searched five Munich locations of the sect, after the

oomennnennr——a———=-sispicious death of a’cult member. In Clearwater, Florida, aryoung woman -.

mysteriously died after being held at a Scientologyhotel. May/be Mr.

Clinton could send down Janet Reno for an investigative weekend in her

old neighborhood. \

But back to Mr. Berger, who found Presidential whim expanding his duties

to includestilling an actor's pain. Asked by "Meetthe Press" abouthis

briefing of Mr. Travolta last September, the National Security Adviser

looked like he mighteat his tie as he downplayed the meeting as a normal

responseto reports of religious persecution by the German government.

His real goal, he said, was to get an autographfor one of his kids; we note

he didn't ask for educational materials.

“Mr. Bergeris not the onlyofficial caught up in Scientology's web. Senator

Alfonse D'Amato, about whom no movie we know ofis being made, has

scolded Germanyat a hearing organized by the Commission on Security

and Cooperation in Europe. And by the time the Housefinally defeated a

—==resolution criticizing Germanylate last year, a flabbergasted Madeleine

Albright had alreadyenduredseveral ludicrous discussions with Germany's

equally flabbergasted foreign minister, Klaus Kinkel. A federal immigration

judge addedto the surreal merriment by granting asylum in November to a

— -->-=preposterous German woman who. feared returning home becausesheis a ,

Scientologist.
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Butif that is.all weird, it is nothing compared with the mysteries

oo surrounding the decision of the IRS to suddenly grant Scientology a

° tax-exemptstatus after years oflitigation. Our Elizabeth MacDonald

, : reportedthat in the secret settlement the IRS dropped its position that

"auditing" fees were not deductible, a position that had been upheld by the

Cet ee _U.S. Supreme Court. In return it got $12.5 million and a promise that the

: Ts ---cult would drop its numerous lawsuits against the IRS andits agents. The

__ IRSsaysit is investigating the leak.

Meanwhile, Scientology is litigating with everyoneelse in sight; why not,

after having intimidated the biggest gun on the-bleck? The IRS haslately

announcedits desire to turn itself into a friendly agency. How about an

auditing session? Leading off with this question: Is there anyoneat the IRS

who seriously thinks that the unbelievable sums of money Scientology

spends on lawsuits meet the agency's requirement that a charity spendits

funds only on charitable purposes? 
Copyright (c) 1998 The Wall Street Journal .
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The Secrets of the Universe

Thefe's no particular reason for the world to worry about a smallish cult

that believes invisible 75 million-year-old thetans are floating around our

skulls. The search for the meaningof life in the vastness of the universe

preoccupies most people at some time oranother, though they usually find

their way into houses of worship, therapeutic counseling or the local liquor

store.

Wheninstead they comecalling on the National Security Adviser, it may

be time for a reality check. Some of the weirdest conversations of the day

concern Sandy Berger's meeting with John Travolta, along with Tom

Cruise the chief ornaments of the Scientology movement. Scientology's

founder, L. Ron Hubbard, professed to believe the evil galactic overlord

Xenu shipped frozen thetans to Teegeack, better knownas planet Earth,

_ dropping them down volcanoes and pulverizing them with hydrogen

bombsandsetting their souls adrift. By now it seems you can't understand oo

the universe without plumbing thetan influence in the White House, the halls -

of Congress, and the murkyheart of the IRS.

Mr. Travolta broughtthe cult to our attention again thanks to an article in

George magazine describing how the actor and the President of the United

States enjoyed an apparently mutually beneficial meeting last spring at a

volunteerism conference in Philadelphia. The actor was there to deliver a

“speech about Scientology's educational materials. What concerned the

President, Mr. Travolta suggests, was the big screen filling up with Jack

Stanton, the Clintonesque President in "Primary Colors"--the movie Mr.

Travolta was just then making, having eaten himself into a properly

presidentialprofile. It's probably unlikely that a film directed by Mike

Nichols would ever treat Stanton/Clinton as anything but a charming rogue

and shrewd manipulator. But the prospect of a wide screen valentine ~~

became ever more probable as Mr. Clinton took the momentto feel Mr.

Travolta's pain. And told him he would try to makeit go away.

”

Whois hurting Mr. Travolta? The German government,that's who. Like

the U.S. prior to a 1993 tax settlement mysteriously upgrading the cult to

the status of a tax-exemptreligion, Germany considers Scientology a

business run by extremists and has put the church undersurveillance.

Assisted by frightened escapees, the Germans makethe case that

Scientology exploits the weaknesses of its membersfor profit that at the

_ very least should be taxed. This creates the worstkind of pain for
_Scientology, which reaps millions from "auditing,"cleaning a "preclear" of
Tepressed memories. With millions of years of memories, gettingcleared —
and achieving ever higher levels of purity can be a lengthy and costly

: experience. It also yields intensely private information thatis carefully

Ok! storedin files.

Copyright (c) 1998 The Wall Street Journal
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o Greeceof Scientology!
. ™ = oO French finds" leader guilty! - manslaughter!

$ciento |O FRAUD disguised 5 ttatians put them in jail!
gy as reliig IOn... co Germany places undersurveillance!

“The Cultgate News"post it on the nearest Liberty Tree o Spanish demand 30 years for leader(the nut on PublicEye)

As seen on Public Eye - Lisa McPherson
In 17 days, Lisa McPherson,lost 45 lb. while held in isolation in Scientology's facility in

Clearwater Florida, and then died. She had previously expressed a desire to leave Scientology and
go back to her family. This case has been featured on Extra, Public Eye, Court TV, front page of the New

York Times and many others. This story is the most disturbing story of recent date that we have

Sound out about. Both the Clearwater Police Dept. and the Florida State Police have recommendedthat
CRIMINAL charges be filed. Ken Dandarrepresents her family in a wrongful death lawsuit. Below
is a picture of her hand, showingthat she was poundingthe walls trying to escape. She was 5' 9" and
weighed 109 pounds whenshe died. Scientology had the body cremated - IMOto hide the evidence.

 

 

 

Harassment of Investment Banker
Robert Minton, Beacon Hill Boston.

Mr. Minton provided financial assistance to Ken

Dandarto supportlitigation efforts inthe |

McPherson wrongful death lawsuit, He has also
provided assistance to ex-membersandlitigants

so that they might survive Scientology's

baratrouslitigation tactics. He also has

. ae = provided considerable help to me - and now
Lisa was reportedly pounding on walls, shouting, - she was given, a.k.a. he himself, his family,his relatives are being

 

  "Mickey Finn" - Chloral Hydrate - repeatedly, to knock herout, and makehersleep... harassed.-----he says they even followed his

by an organization that says it is against drugs? 10 & 12 year old daughters..(this is a “church"?)
 

RELEASE ODHRAN FORTUNE
24 year old, Oshran Fortune, from Gorey Co., Wexford, Ireland was

a in the cult until Dec 1996 when he came home. Hehadlost so
much weightthat his brother didn't recognize him at the airport
and for some reason Ohdran did not know his brother anymore

either, and they walked past each other..... when they finally found

each other, and went home, his mother broke into tears when she

saw his bones protruding, he seemedin a trance,- this was not the

strapping young man they remembered. Over next 5 months he

got a job, and began to gain weight, and enjoylife, family and

friends - then some Scientologists began snooping around, making

; =. te false allegations to the police, hanging around....Then on

Sunday, June 1st Odhran wentto his new job at2ahotel aas normal, later he told his workmates he was goingon abreak, and would be

back in a few minutes. He never returned. He was taken out of Ireland by night, by boat, by the Scientologists. - the rest of this story is

available on the website, the picture is of a 1500 man demonstration to seek the release of this Trishman.

THEY DON'T WANT HIM TO END UP LIKE LISA

21 November 1997 episode of Fox's Millenium

series skewers Scientology - in a parody about

a cult called Selfosophy...
Hollywood will never be the same again after this courageous episode

aired in spite of threats from Scientology's Lawyer

Elliot Abelson.. FLASH - Fox's "The Simpsons" diss $cientology also!
all this and moreis either on my website or pointers to

the locations of where the full story may be had

http://www.lermanet.com
help the ex members who knowto warn the public, please
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IRS/Scientology AGREKQXENT REVEALEDoris @huud legalin America??
Nearthe end of 1997, this 51 page documentwas provided to the Wall Street Journal and wasplaced on the net. A complete copy ofthis

document which is what Scientologyusesto claim itself a Religion is on the site. Whileall the legal niceties have yet to be determined,
apparently Scientology has agreed to enforce IRS regulations upon its own members, and must eject any member who doesn't

agree or follow IRS regulations. Further, Scientology schools are tax free - wouldn't other REAL churcheslike this? Salt Lake Tribune
headline said: Scientology paid 12.5 million for tax exemptstatus! - an estimated 1% of a potential tax liability of over 1 billion

dollars - that's money out of the pocket of each person in the United States of America - where the mere existence
of something called Scientology with IRS sanctioned ‘charitable status’ proves that fraudis legal in America.

WORLDWIDEPICKET OF SCIENTOLOGY MARCH13/14 1998
see http://www.lermanet.com for details & contact info - 2 to6 pm oncorner of Connecticut & 'R' Streets NW DC

The RAIDS conducted by SCIENTOLOGISTSon Citizens homes
To the right Warren McShane, Scientologist, president of "Religious Technology
Corporation" [$cientology] is about to enter my bedroom to search.....

Onfirst Saturday in August at 9:30 AM 1995 my homewasraided and searched, my computer was andall
my disk records were taken to one of the cult's lawfirms. I had Earl Cooley, one of their lawyers, on the
board of Boston University, sitting on my couch for a while. Two US Marshals, one stood in the
hallway, another sat with his hands behind his head on my couch while membersofthis cult called
Scientology searched my home from top to bottom after telling USDJ Brinkemathat T was "in possession

of stolen property" - NEVER did they mention, in 5" of filings that what I had was an unsealedpublic

court recordfrom the Central District of California - that had 61 pages as an exhibit that happened to be
_ considered their BIG SECRET- which was the secret story of Xenu and the routines for excorsing ‘Body

thetans'- evil spirits - The raid was later was VACATED,[annulled] howevernot having even ones
phone book makesit very difficult to defend oneself... They sued for Trade secret missappropiation and
copyright infringment- we wonall the 'tradesecret charges (11)- and I was fined the the minimum $500 for each of 5 non willful copyright

counts, 2 of which were Windows .tmp files, 3 were from having my logging function on (a log) file, onto my home computer, I made while
reading the scientology newsgroup on thenetcalled alt.religion.scientology, Forthis they spent 1.7 million trying to bankrupt me with

litigation - and I wasfined $2,500 and will shortly have to pay ‘court costs' - for deposition.copies, hearing transcripts andthelike. All this

lawsuit was about was the supression of information....All I had been engaged in wasthe placing of unsealed public court records onto the

internet, muchlike nailing a poster to a Liberty Tree in the 1760's - in orderto protect the public from fraud. Scientology was awarded ZERO

attorney fees. No damages.Previousraids, include Dennis Erlich, and: the next week they raided the homeoffice of Larry Wollersheim in

Boulder Colorado, and Bob Penny thena director for FACTNet - Fight Against Coercive tactics network - to makeit impossible forus to

defend ourselves, to prevent usfrom tellingyou the truth. Last year they offered the three of us 12 million dollars to go away andbesilent-

Wesaid no. We chose to continue to do everything in our powerto try to inform the public about their true nature.. The

Litigation against FACTNet, Larry Wollersheim and Bob Penny, as well as Dennis Erlich, Grady Ward and Keith Henson continues. Anyone

with the financial resources,orlitigation experience to assist in any way please call 703-241-1498. I will direct you to those with the most

urgent needs: Sincerely, Arnie Lerma - Ex-Staff memberfor 10 years of this cult - and mysincere thanks to Robert Minton - without whom I

would not be here..and thats one reason Scientology is after him - to silence me and keep mefromtelling you the truth about what some

European countries consider a threat to democracy...

The GULAGSof SCIENTOLOGY
"BRAINWASHINGIN SCIENTOLOGY's REHABILITATION PROJECT FORCE (RPF)"

by Stephen A. Kent, Ph.D. Professor--DepartmentofSociology University ofAlberta
Edmonton, Alberta CANADA T6G 2H4 phone--(403)492-2204

Excerptspicked by Ex-MemberArnie Lerma:

"Other escape stories indicate that RPF victims were,
essentially, imprisoned in situations where they had not given
consent (muchless informed consent) for their captors to hold

 

 

“Former memberPat escaped by using several elaborate ruses.

First, she concocted a story that convinced guards to allow her

to use the telephone. Then she called a non-Scientology friend
and gave explicit instructions about where her friend should be
the next night (Kent Interview with Pat, 1997b: 3). The next

them. Vicki Azanaran, for example, "and two other victims escaped
from Happy Valley onto the Sobo[b]a Indian Reservation where they
were pursued on motorcycles by guards of Happy Valley. Vicki and

the other victims were rescued by residents of the reservation
who picked them up in a pick-up truck and spirited them to a
motel in the City of Hemet" (Aznaran and Aznaran, 1988: 12)."

Tonya Burden swore, "underpains and penalties of
perjury" (Burden, 1980: 12) that she “personally observed a
person chained to pipes in the boiler room in the Fort Harrison

building for a period of weeks" (Burden, 1980: 10).

night, she concocted a second story that managedto get her near

to the street where her friend was waiting. Manipulating the

guard who was with her, Pat managed to get enough distance from
him so that she gotinside the car: slammed the door shut and said,
'Go!.' [My friend] hit the door locks and stepped onthegas....

Tt was an awful, awful time, and there I was in this car not knowing

where I was going, forty cents in my purse.... But I couldn't be there

anymore; I couldn't be there another minute.

I couldn't handle another second of the degradation”
(Kent Interview with Pat, 1997b:4).

Please call Arnie Lerma 703 241 1498if you'd like a live interview ora referral to a truth loving enthusiast in your area, and print out copies

from the website and send them to your congressmen, urge others to do so and ask "Is this America?" http:/Avww.lermanet.com

  



Pssssst...rey buddy, wanna buy@bridge?
Experiencethe transitory delusion of$cientology auditing "technology".

* Make your conscience disappear!

* Have all your secrets recorded in case we need them...

* Lose all touch with reality, and becomelost in the endless world

of Hubbardian Cosmology!

** Discoverthat you are infested with spirits of dead space aliens!

* Spend years removing them!

* Sell everything you own, because you will become convinced

that the "next" secret level will make it all make sense...

* Have your sense of humanity expertly removed by our

‘standard tech-trained’ brainwashers.

* Loseall inhibitions for evil or despicable conduct - as you will

shortly feel that any act is justifiable in the name of "Ron".

Andrest easy, with the calm self assurance that your "donations"are supporting a platoon

of lawyers ....needed to ensure that the FRAUD of$cientology continues...

They claim to have spent 1.7 million, in RTC vs. Lerma, and offerred a large pile of
moneyfor a settlement of various cases with a gag order butI’m still talking

26 million a year for lawyers, rice and beansfor staff = SCAM

Secrets are the mortar binding lies as bricks together into prisons for the mind

The Internet is the Liberty tree of the 90’s

I’d prefer to die speaking my mindthanlive fearing to speak
The only thing that really works in $cientology are it’s lawyers

_ Amie Lerma, Ex-Scienetologistfor tenyears

, ‘6045 N 26th Road Arlington Virginia 22207

- See http://www.lermanet.com Tel: 703 241 1498

[photo at left taken shortly after the August 95 Raid,
an uncropped color version of which appeared in

Dec 1995 WIRED Magazine]

I wasa director for the petition drive for Perot in Virginia.

No longeraffliated with UWSAor the Reform party,

expablisherBethe Virginia State [petitioner] newsletter - the Arlington Volunteers, and a

founder of VIA - Volunteers for an Independent Arlington - an anti-corruption reform

group which has, along with other legislative proposals and initiatives, proposed

legislation in Virginia to place Virginia Supreme Court decisions onto the Internet which

was recently made into law.

I am currently self-employed as a network and multimedia consultant.

 
Any amounts gifted for this cause will be used to continue to spread the word aboutthetrue natureofthis

threat, and provide assistance to others who haveriskedlives, family and career and the intended ‘death by
stress’ litigation tactics to bring you the truth -please make copies andpassthis on...    



   

What Judges say about Oeniology - (its hard to get sued for quosucicia Opinion) - ( even about a
hypnotist-sci-fi-writer-turned-con-man named Hubbard) - makes a great Public Service Announcement

"The governmentis satisfied that Scientology is socially harmful. It alienates membersof families from each other and
attributes squalid and disgraceful motives to all who opposeit; its authoritarian principles and practice are a potential
menaceto the personality and well being of those so deluded as to become followers”." --Kenneth Robinson,British
Minister of Health

"Scientologyis evil; its techniques are evil; its practice is a.serious threat to the community, medically, morally, and

socially; and its adherents are sadly deluded and often mentally ill... (Scientology is) the world's largest organization of

unqualified persons engaged in the practice of dangerous techniques which masquerade as mental therapy." --Justice
Anderson, Supreme Court of Victoria, Australia

"Scientology is both immoral andsocially obnoxious...It is corrupt sinister and dangerous.It is corrupt becauseit is
based onlies and deceit and hasits real objective money and power for Mr. Hubbard... It is sinister because it indulges
in infamous practices both to its adherents who do nottoe the line unquestionably and to those whocriticizeit or
opposeit. It is dangerous becauseit is out to capture people and to indoctrinate and brainwash them so they becomethe
unquestioning captives and tools of the cult, withdrawn from ordinary thought, living, and relationships with

others."--Justice Latey, ruling in the High Court of London ~

"[The court record is] replete with evidence [that Scientology] is nothingin reality but a vast enterprise to extract the

maximum amount of money from its adepts by pseudo scientific theories... and to exercise a kind of blackmail against
persons whodonotwish to continue withtheir sect.... The organization clearly is schizophrenic and paranoid, and
this bizarre combination seemsto be a reflection of its founder, L.Ron Hubbard." --Judge Breckenridge, Los

Angeles Superior Court

"In addition to violating and abusing its own members'civil rights, the organization over the years with its ‘fair game’

doctrine has harassed and abused those persons not in the church whom it perceives as enemies." -Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Paul Breckenridge, June 1984, in the Gerry Armstrong case

"When person is subjected to coercive persuasion[as in Scientology] without his knowledgeorconsent...[he may]

develop serious and sometimes irreversible physical and psychiatric disorders, up to and including schizophrenia,

self-mutilation, and suicide." --California Supreme Court, United States v. Lee [455 U.S. 252,257,258 (1982)*/

"Scientologists believe that most human problems can betracedto lingering spirits of an extraterrestrial people
massacredby their ruler, Xenu, over 75 million years ago. Thesespirits attach themselves by "clusters" to
individuals in the contemporary world, causing spiritual harm and negatively influencing thelives of their hosts "
[p2, lines 11-16] USDJ Judge Leonie Brinkema 4 Oct 96 Memorandum Opinion, RTC vs Lerma [ RTC eventried to seal

Judge Brinkema’s Opinion- butit’s just another chapter in ‘Scientology’s constanteffort to destroy, shred and supress

information]

In Spain, prosecutor demanded 30 years for Heber Jentszch, President of the International Association of Scientologists,
IAS, 1995 and whois out on 1 million dollars bail for among other things, inducementto suicide- the fellow who
appeared ranting about psychiatrists on Public Eye a few months ago

"capable of such danger that the public interest demands that people should know whatis going on" LORD DENNING

"Tt is an organization with medical, social and ethical practices that are dangerous and harmful," Judge Constandia

Angelaki wrote in her [12/96] ruling [Greece]"It claims to act freely so as to-draw members who subsequently undergo...

brainwashing by dictated ways of thinking that limit reaction capabilities."

your support is needed to continueto tell people the truth

See http://www.lermanet.com -
or call Ex-member Arnie Lermaat 703 241 1498

6045 N 26th Road Arlington Virginia 22207

Secrets are the mortar, binding lies as bricks together, into prisons for the mind - pleaseassist this cause
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TO WEOM ET MAY CONCERN --

I strongly, feel that it ‘is my civic duty to bring to the attention of..

the competent authorities .of the United States and other concerned countries

a matter of. severe abuses and destructive activities by the' arch"! of»

Scientology. I am:at’ their disposition for more informationon all’Of this.”

. I was shocked at the useoftop celebrities by Scientology to try and . |

give an impression of it which, per my own experiences, is a false impression.

When I canpare’ the ridiculous charges made by Scidntology against the German

‘government with‘ what I know Scientology has been doing itself T ‘€ind a very

_ strong similarity indeed. I have decided to speak out about this- publicly.

I was, until earlier this. year, one of Scientology's “celebrities”. I

-am a professional artist, having a/25 year career internationally with over

- 99% sales. -I was.in Scientclogyfor 23 years, dic very, many courses, and,

reached the highest available level of. "New O-T.&." My knowledge of the,inner

workings of Scientology is extensive. I have information about many: instances

of abuses of current and former Scientology members and of “lies: Scientology:

has generated about itself to give-a wrong public impression.”

. . Bmong'the many things I can relate, here are just a few fronFecentttisigss

- 1. Fron 1991 to 1996 I was: the subject of viscious snachinations by several

"churches" of Scientology to destroy my name and repute,and to involve me

in expensive "justice handlings” within the organizarion. Apart from the

horrific emotional stress over five. years it cost me well over $120,000

 

’ 20 SEPTEMBER-1997.°---

“IC

to clear my name-of accusations of things I. had never done in thé first olace!.

f have full documentation of all these multiple abuses.

mee? In June of 1996 I\as held against my will in the § sientology Clearwater’,
Florida facility and “ordered” to pay $7,400 before they would let meout

of the room. IL did: not want to pay for what the two staff members insisted:

I must have, and what ensued was a verbal battle, emotional trauma and an

attempt at financial extortion. After.a time I managed to.escape the physical

detention, but the two "Sea Org" members chased me right ob into the streets

of Clearwater to try to. recapture me. I did not pay ‘the money. This incident .

is on file with the Clearwater Police Department.

3, In June of 1991 I was forced to pay, despite vehement protestations, thé,;

sum of $7,400 to Scientology on the “Freewinds" ship. The ruse used on that'

Wednesday was that if. I did not pay then they would withhold my passport. °

from me until I did pay. Theydid so and I had to pay the money to get it back. ,

: 4, At the end of 1996 I was subjected to horrible kind of "religious de-

Vv programming" in the Scientolegy "Fort Harrison Hotel". This was done, using
t+ an ."E-M . icial of the "Religious Technology Centre" (RIC)

“oOo namely T was interrogated for severa: hours on the most .

> intimate personal r2iigious beliefs (Christian) and his actions were designed,

& clearly,. to get me to give up my Christien religious beliefs in exchange’

> fox BIC's “eligibility authorization": to reada.confidentila- publication

about a defective "OT .level™.I had préviously- completed (OT 7).
His utter contempt for my religious beliefs were all tco apparent.He felt
that ‘all other religions apart .from Scientology should be destroyed and probably,

~ would be in time by Scientology, by using RIC’s programmes of "eligibilities"
‘as the means of forcing’ people to: give up other faiths. T.alsohad ‘to ‘undergo
many hours of “false data removal"...to try to "get me to realize" -that the
ONLY valid religion was Scientology. It did not work.. My. considered,personal
opinion is that Scientology is definitely NOT A RELIGION.
These are a few of many thingsI can testify to. woe

. Ideclare, under penalty of perjury under California -laws ‘that theabf>—
 

’ is true and correct per my own personal. expstiericds.°;

    20 Sapkinher 141, Seal Bone,inAa
 

Copyof notary statement[ image ] available at.http://Awww.lermanet.com/persecution/
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"There Was A®

Heaven... The

Heaven Of The

Assassins"
-- L. Ron Hubbard   
 

The Satanic, "Crossed-

Out Cross" of Satanist

 

id. at 545.

"Scientology respects all religions.
Scientology does not conflict with
otherreligions or otherreligious
practices"

Id., at 544-45. Most importantly for

_ Christians, the Church ofScientology lies and
tells people that it respects Christian beliefs:

"Scientologists hold the Bible as a
holy work and have no argument
with the Christian beliefthat Jesus
Christ was the Savior ofMankind
and the Son ofGod."   

THAT “THERE WAS NO CHRIST."

 

*

Christ. I have neversaid I didn't
disbelieve in a Big Thetan but there
was certainly something very corny
about Heaven et al. Now I haveto
apologize. There was a Heaven.
Nottoo unlike, in cruel betrayal, the
heaven ofthe Assassins in the 12th
Century who,like everyoneelse,
dramatized the whole track
implants - if'a bit more so. The
symbol ofthe crucified Christis
very apt indeed. It's the symbol ofa
thetan betrayed."

Mr. Hubbard described the terrain of Heaven:

"The gates of the first series are weil
' done, well built. An avenueofstatues of

saints leads up to them. Thegate pillars
are surmounted by marble angels. The
entering grounds are very well kept,laid
out like Bush Gardens in Pasadena, so

' often seen in the movies. Aside from the
*. implant boxes which lie acrossfrom eact

other on the walk there are other noises

and sounds as though the saints are
 

  

Left Aleister Crowley, the

self proclaimed

"Beast 666."

Right The Cross' of the Church
of Scientology’.

THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGYLIES

ABOUTWHATITTEACHES
REGARDING CHRIST.
 

At the beginning, public relations, levels of

the Church of Scientology’, the Churchlies
andtells people that they can practice their

religion ofchoice and Scientology at the same

time. In the official introductory book What

is Scientology? (© 1992), the Churchstates:

"In Scientology there is no attempt

to change a person's beliefs or to

persuade him away from any
religion to whichhe already

belongs."

Id., at 544, The Church goes onto state:

"Scientology is all-denominational
in that it opens its membership to
peopleofall faiths." ...
Membership in Scientology does
not mean that there is any necessity
to leave your current church,
synagogue, temple or mosque.

Id. The Church claims that it is compatible

with other religions:

However,in its secret scriptures, the Church
of Scientology teaches that there was no

defending and berating.”

Christ, and that the historical record of Christ
is the result ofan evil memory "implant"

designed to control people.

In his secret Class 8 Auditor's
{i.e., ministerial) class, L. Ron, Hubbard,
Founder ofthe Church of Scientology,
teaches his ministerial students:

"Somebody somewhere onthis
planet, back about 600 BC found
somepieces ofR6, and I don't
know how they found it, either by

watching madmanor something.

But since that time they have used it
and it became what is known.as
Christianity. The man on the cross.
There was no Christ. But the man
on the cross is shown as
Everyman."

See L. Ron Hubbard, Class 8 Course,

Lecture 10, audiotape. In his "Heaven"
bulletin of 11 May 1963, Mr. Hubbard
dismissed the concerns abouthis
disparagementofotherreligions:

"For a long while, some people
have been cross with me for my
lack ofco-operationin believing in
a Christian Heaven, God and

You can hear Mr. Hubbard speak, in his own
words, about Christ at the following World

Wide Web Internetsites:

hitpi/Awww.cenet.cony~pbxtalk/clam_pg.htmi

http://huizen.dds.nl/~goofsel/Co§/sounds.htm

http/Awww.colticeforced.co.uk/

 

  
      

    

 

Mr. Hubbard concluded:

"Further, we have our hands on an
appalling bit of technology where the
world is concerned. With rapidity and a
Meter it can be shown that Heavenis a
false dream and that the old religion was
based on very painful lie, cynical

betrayal."
Id.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 3/12/98

A man who identified himself as bé
telephonically contacted SA| and provided b7C

information as follows:

 

   

 

   

He has been accused by The Church of Scientology of
posting information on the Internet in violation of a court
order. The accusation arises out of a civil suit undertaken by
the church against himself for harassment at San Jose,
California.

stated that the church is in violation of the
court order because it has posted information about himself on
the Internet. He became aware of the new allegation by the

 

   
 

church because of a telephone call from a man he thought was
named who_identified himself as an FBI agent from San
Jose, California. |views the contact by an FBI agent as bs
harassment and believes he should be able to make a counter bic
accusation against the church, which should be investigated by
the FBI and prosecuted by the federal judge. The telephone
number provided by agent Jwas

 

    
 

  stated he has not violated the court’s order
and is nof accountable for what other people post on the
 

 

   

 

 

  

 

Internet.

UPLOADED ACS

paTE S194 [9A€

Investigation on 3/9/98 at Bureka, California (telephonically) be
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by SA
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/25/1998
 

To: San Francisco Attn: SA
   

From: San Francisco
14E/SJRA

 

   
 

 

 

|
Drafted By: nesZ

Case ID #: 69-SF-121641 (Pending)

Title:| laka,

   

 

  
 

aka,

RELIGION TECHNOLOGY CENTER, aka, .
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY; be
CONTEMPT OF COURT; bic

00:SF

Synopsis: Request to re-assign case.

Details: It is requested that captioned case be re-assigned to

 

 

   

SA , due to SA[_|current case load.

ccs @ Ss Francisco
1- SA

++
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FEDERAL BUREAUOF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 3/24/98

|Attorney-At-Law, representing the
Religious Technology Center (RTC), an office of the Church of
Scientology, came to the office of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation in San Jose, to provide information relating to the
investigation of a Contempt of Court case. was_advised of
the identity of the interviewing agent. Thereafter,
provided the following information:

 

T
O

 

   

[| the subject of the above mentioned Contempt
of Court case, is a defendant in a federal civil lawsuit filed by
the RTC, regarding copyright infringement matters. As part of bé
that civil suit, in March 1997,[[issued a subpoena to Pacific pb7c
Bell, requiring it to produce RITC’s telephone records for the
period January 1, 1995 - March 19, 1997. A copy of the subpoena
was not served on RTC as required by the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure. By the time RTC discovered the existence of the
subpoena, jalready received the telephone records from
Pacific Bell. 

When RTC lea after the fact, that the records had
already been given to RTC obtained an ex-parte order from
Magistrate Judge Infante, ordering[____]to make no use whatever
of the records and to_return to the court all copies of the
records delivered to| by Pacific bell. In response to that
order| wore under penalty of perjury, that he had delivered
all copies of the phone records to the court and retained no
copies or notes of the information contained in the phone
records. also swore under penalty of perjury that he had
published no telephone numbers contained in the records to any
public place.

 

 

 

   

Norwegian named| la friend of had posted
on the Internet twice, telephone numbers that he claimed were bse

isted Church of Scientology’s telephone numbers. pic
lso challenged the “OSA”, Office of Special Affairs,

an office within the Church of Scientology, to determine the
origin of the phone records.

RTC investigated t ad determined that the
telephone numbers posted by contained telephone

Investigation on 3/19/98 at SAN JOSE, CA. 7 ; bé

On or about December 12, 1997, RTC “ofdha a
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numbers that[___] received from Pacific Bell. RTC then requested
Magistrate Judge Infante to hold| in contemp of Court for
violating his order.  

 

  Also present with[_|were
Attorney-At-Law, representing the RTC, |
| and| state a

| and are potential witnesses and they could
testify to the fact that the telephone records posted on the
Internet by ere identical to the telephone
records subpoenae including the misdialed numbers
contained therein.

 

 

  
 

  

 

  left two binders containing supporting documents
of the case. The documents are kept in the case file.
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_ Date oftranscription __ 3/24/98
 

  
  | jor the Church Of Scientology, came to the

office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) with his
attorney,| | to provide background information
regarding the Contempt of Court investigation against

|was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent.
Thereafter,[provided the following information:

 

  

  

 

~
1

o
F

a
e

 

was a suspect in an FBI investigation in 1989,
into the leak of Apple computer company’s MacIntosh source code
to people outside of Apple. In 1993 lwas subpoenaed to turn
over materials related to encryption programs that were sold by a
company in Texas called Austin Code Works. The investigation of.
Austin Code Works_was conducted by the United States Custom
Service. In 199 was involved in the posting on the onternet’
of a National Security Administration (NSA) employee manual. | %
was quoted in the newspaper article as stating that he did i:
embarrass NSA”.

 bé

bye

 

Regarding the facts that may have some direct bearingGe

 

 

  
 
 

 

 

on this contempt of court case, as engaged in the
continuing posting of obscene and scatological statements about
RTC’s counsel and its executives on the Internet. On many b6
occasions [haa disregarded Magistrate Judge Infante’s orders »7¢
in legal skirmishes with RTC. On several accasions,
had made threats against|
of thé,RTC. in y X
 

 

s

Arner wi th his cohort=J

| and others, have been
engaged in posting electronic messages on the Internet attacking
the Church of Scientology. [and his cohorts also published
copyrighted, unpublished works of the Church of Scientology on
the Internet, for which, they were sued by the church in federal
courts.

 
  

bé
would testify that the telephone numbers posted 47-

on the Intérneéetby |} could only came from the
telephone records that| |received from Pacific Bell.
[haa been ordered by Magistrate Judge Infante to make no use
of the records and to turn over same to the Court.

 

  
 

 

Investigation on 3/19/98 at SAN JOSE, CA.
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RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY
HIOLDER OF THE DIANETICS® AND SCIENTOLOGY® TRADEMARKS

March 26, 1998
 

   

 

Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
950 S. Bascom Ave.

 

Suite 3011 be
San Jose, CA 95128 bc

Dear
   

Thank you for taking the time to meet with us last

 

  
 

week in your offices. During the course of that meeting
you had asked for a business card from and
myself.

Enclosed you will find a Religious Technology Center
card with the correct_address and phone number. In case you

didn’t note it, I am|
 

If you have any questions about the material that we
left with you, or you would like any other information bé
relevant to your investigation, please do not hesitate to BIC
call.
 

  
 

Religious Technology Center

co: Esq. Mite eee] tt
BAR 3 1 1998

FBI — saw rRANTISCO i

Le? be

C9-SF- 12184] —)a_
1710 IVARAVENUE * SUITE 1100 » Los ANGELES » CALIFORNIA ’ 90028 U.S.A.

 

  
 

 

   

LOGY® TRADENASTY913) 663-3258

 

  

 
 



 

RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
1710 IvAR AVENUE * SUITE 1100 » Los ANGELES > CALIFORNIA * 90028 ° U.S.A.

@ .

 

bé
Special Agent bIc
Federal Bureau of Investigation
950 S. Bascom Ave.
Suite 3011

San Jose, CA 95128
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Dates 03/31/1998
 

To: San Francisco Attn: SA
   

From: San Francisco
14E/SJRA

Contact: SA

Approved bé
b7c

praftea sy: [hen
Case ID #: 69-SF-121641 (Pending)

Titles | aka,

 

   
 

  

 

   
aka,

;
RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER, aka, .
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY; pe |
CONTEMPT OF COURT; pre
00:SF

Synopsis: California DMV photograph off

Details: On 3/09/98, a color photograph of| laate of
birth Driver’s license number| |was received at
the FBI office.

 

 

Attached is the DMV photograph.

This information is made for the purpose of the file.
bIC

ccs @ San Francisco

sat

+4  
ehseg—   
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Dates: 03/31/1998

To: San Francisco Attn: SA
   

From: San Francisco
14E/SJRA
Contact: SA

 

  
 

Approved
 

Drafted By:

 

|

nell€ :
: bic

Case ID #: 69-SF-121641 (Pending)
 

 Titles aka,
 

Aka,

  
 

i"

RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER, aka,
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY;
CONTEMPT OF COURT;
00:SF

Synopsis: Computer printouts from CLETS and Lexis/Nexis.

Details: On 3/03/98, searchesweremade into the CLETS and the
Lexis/Nexis systems for Gate of birth

   

o
o

~1
O
Y

oOAttached are the results of the searches.

This information is made for the purpose of the file.

     

      

ce: G} San Francisco
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The following investigation was conducted by SA
 

 

   

  

AT SAN JOSE, CALTFORNIA

On April Coeetaek 11:45 a.m., a telephone
call was made to residence of | |

. A female individual answered

 

 

 

    

 the telephone. Following her return call to the San Jose
Resident Agency (SJRA) to verify the identity of writer, the
female identified h f as|
 

 
 

 

advised that was not at home because he was travelin
o San Jose in order to attend a pre-trial conference to be_held

at the federal district courthouse. agreed to send  
    message via e-mail requesting the| Fontact writer at the

SJRA.

On April 21, 1998, at approximately 9:35 p.m., writer
telephonically contacted | Jat
advised that she had sent an e-mail message to| jrequesting
that he contact writer and that she had not spoken with
since the earlier telephone conversation with writer.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 4/22/98

On April 22, 1998, at approximately 2:00 p.m.,
Special Agent (sa)| of the San Jose Resident
Agency (SJRA) of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

 
bé

attended a pre-trial conference in association with a federal —
civil lawsuit, number C-96-20207-RMW, Religious Technology Center
versus at the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California, San Jose, California, Judge
RONALD M. WHYTE, presiding.

Immediately following the conclusion of the
aforementioned conference, at approximately 4:30 p.m., sal
approached an individual known to SA as
outside the federal courthouse at 280 South First Street, San

alifornia, and identified himself as a SA of the FBI. SA
identitied[due to his appearance representations bé

a e aforementioned pre-trial conferen s reluctant BIC
to speak to sa| land referred to S BI
credentials as_appearing to be “fake.” SA then
presented to his FBI badge.

sal be he conversation with b
requesting to speak to at a location of his choice.

enied the request and respond SA should “put
your request to me in writing."sal“[rererred to a letter 56
which he had sent to SA dated March 9, 1998, in %/¢
which represented _that he would be “cooperative” negaree9
an FBI investigation. [|_responded by accusing SA of
“lying” to him.

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

   

  

SA | advised he was merely requesting an
opportunity to_interview while he was in the local area.
Despite this, demeanor was defensive.

sal advised_| that he would give to[ be
background information concerning the purpose of the interview BIC
and then would conduct an interview of | was advised
that he could suggest a site for the interview if he did not feel
comfortable about conducting an interview at the local FBI
office. [__was advised that he would be free to stop the
interview at any point and that he could merely listen to SA

Investigation on 4/22/98 at San Jose, California UPLOADED ACS. fe . .
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[__] speak and_then exit the interview at any time. be
requested tha furnish to him any information in bic
writing. SA explained to that any information
supplied to by an interviewing FBI SA would be part of the 
interview process and would be provided in order to conduct the
interview.

if  

 

sa[| advisead[___| that he would travel to b6  
 

hoy of Arcata, California, in order to conduct the interview 7c
made such request.

mentioned to writer that he would have to have his
 

    
 

attorney present at an intervieyw._S requested the name
of| legal counsel to which responded, “Put your 
 

in wr:uestions

[Jaccused SA  

"_ At one point during the conversation,

 

i bé
of a misrepresenting his intentions b7C

concerning to which sa| responded that he refused to
“play word games’ with land that he was merely requesting an
interview pursuant to

  
   addressed to the FBI dated March 9,

 

  
was provided with SA

 

An unidentiried beanTe had atte
and who had greeted

representations in his letter
1998.

 

FBI business card.
   nded the pre-trial conference °°

in the lobby immediately following the bie
conference was present during the aforementioned conversation.

 
 



i.

, @ S

U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

 

 

450 Golden Gate Avenue *

 

  
 

 

In Reply, Please Refer to San Francisco, California 94102vA File No.
April 27, 1998

b6
bIC

Dear
   

a conversation
of the San
office on April

to put forth in

This letter will serve
you had with Special Agent (SA)
Francisco Federal Bureau of Invé 5
22, 1998, whereby you instructed SA
writing his request for an interview.

 

    

   

 

 

Our office is in receipt of a letter dated March 9,
1998, which was on stationary bearing your name and
Signature to SA In the letter, you state that you
“will cooperate in every way with a Bureau investigation.” be

 

On April 21, 1998, sa[ determined that you would
be attending a pre-trial conference in relation to a federal
civil lawsuit, number C-96-20207-RMW, “Religious Technology
Center versus "at the United States District Court
for the Northern District of California, San Jose, California,
Judge Ronald M. Whyte, presiding.

, Based on your representations in the aforementioned
letter from you to the FBI, S attended the pre-trial b6, conference in order to speak to you in person. His intentions DICwere to arrange for a time and place in order to conduct a
routine interview.

In se to sa[___Werbat request, you
informed SA that you wou prefer a written communication
requesting an interview. In addition, you informed SA
that you are or will be represented by legal counsel who would
also be present at an interview.As such, this letter is to
request that you contact SA so that arrangements can be
made for an interview.

 

  
 

 

 

 
  

  bé

b7C
 

Additionally, due to the fact that you made reference
 

   
to legal counsel in your conversation with SA please
furnish to sa] information regarding your legal counsel.

UPLOADED ACS Ofbn
pate _=SO—FK

L094 ~se(21 dl— 18   



 

li _i.

If you choose not to be represented by an attorney during yourcontacts with the FBI, please inform SA of the same.
 

 

  
 

SA ran be contacted at the San Jose ResidentAgency of the FBI, 950 S. Bas i 3011, San Jose,California, 95128, telephone | .

   

 

Sincerely,

GRANT D. ASHLEY
Acting Special Agent in Charge

 

pla
By:
Supervisory Special Agent
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FEDERAL BUREAU OFINVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 4 / 23 f 98

On April 23, 1998, Special Agent
accessed the Internetanddownloaded an Internet posting by

 

 

  

 
) dated March 10, 1998. The subject b6

line of the aforementioned posting states, “Cult secretly asks bIC
Judge to ask FBI to investigate| *

A printout of the aforementioned posting is attached to
and made part of this FD-302.
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From:
——

Subject: Cult secretly asks =. to ask FBI to investigate|_____]

Date: 10 Mar 1998 00:00:00 GmT

Message-ID: <3505624a.2871668@news.supernews. com>

   

Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Mime-Version: 1.0

Reply-To:| |

o
f

1 O

 

 

Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

X-Complaints-To: newsabuse@supernews.com
 

X-Trace:|

Organization: +1 707 826 7712

Newsgroups: alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal, comp.org.eff.talk,alt.censorship

 

 

  
Agent of the San Jose, California office of the Federal
 

Bureau of Investigation confirmed yesterday that the criminal cult

of scientology asked Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante of the

Northern District of California in San Jose to "investigate"

[_Jupon their unfounded allegation that he was responsible for

publishing to the Internet a secret list of telephone numbers that

he had previously been ordered to keep secret. According to Special b6

b7c
 

 

Agent who lied to when he said that he was "not a

target," "the cult could prove that a list of telephone numbers
     
 

published some months ago on the Internet were authentic"

confidential cult numbers from Religious Technology Center, Inc.
 

lawfully obtained by by subpoena.

   
 

  
This ex parte application to the Judge was kept secret from

 

who, besides of course denying the false allegations, would have

noted that he has made his own motion to Hon. Ronald M. Whyte to ~- b6

restrain the criminal cult of scientology from its continuing

obstruction of justice and witness tampering.

 

lead attorney for the cult has previously bragged
   
about his role in helping to select Magistre Infante for the bench;
 

Hon. Ronald M. Whyte was previously whose

office is at 60 South Market St. in San Jose.
 

All eyes are now on Judge Whyte as the Sun-Microsoft Judge in

the dispute over the Java trademark. Trial for[_Jin the two- on

year long battle over allegations of copyright infringement is set

for March 30, 1998 in San Jose.

For more information:

special agent|______—id bé6
b7¢

Federal Burueau of Investigation

950 South Bascom Avenue, Suite 3011

San Jose, CA 95128

  



 

 

 

® |
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(408) 535-4696 fax

_
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dateoftranscription 4/28/98

On Tuesday, April 28, 1998, Special Agent (sat__d
received at the San Jose Resident Agency of the Federa

Bureau of Investigation via the United States Postal Service a

letter , | I
dated April 24, 1998, regarding a conversation 7c

between And SA | which took place on April 22, 1998.

 

  

     
    

The aforementioned letter is attached to and made part
of this FD-302.
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April 24, 1998

Vis U.S. MAIL

SpecialAgent|_
Federal Bureau of Investigation

950 S. Bascom Ave., Ste. 3011
San Jose, CA 95128

o
o

~1
O
S

oO

 

  
fax
 

 

Re: Conversation April 22, 1998 with Special Agent

Dear Agen|_____

  
 

This is to summarize our conversation we had outside the Federal courthouse in San Jose

on April 22, 1998 at about 4:00 p.m. in the presence of a third party, | esq., an
attorney with Morrison & Foerster, LLP, Palo Alto, California.

 

Youfirst said that you wanted to give me information and that you wanted to talk to me
in your office. I asked if I were the target of an investigation, but you said that I was not. I said
that I would be gladto be of assistance, but that you could give me information right there on the
street rather than somewhereelse. I had a six-hour drive back to Arcata, California and I needed
to begin right away. b6

You then said that you had replaced Special Agen|in“the investigation” and
that you wanted to ask me questions. I then pointed out the contradiction with your earlier
unqualified statement that you simply wanted to give me information.

 

  
I then commented that I felt you, as before you, were obviously lying to me in

order to try to interrogate me without the assistance of counsel. You then said that I had already
agreed with to me with him in Arcata. I denied agreeing to such a request, but was only

 

 

   
consideringIt.

  



 

Conversation April 22. 1998 with &. Agen @

April 24, 1998

Page 2 of 2

 

Because of the frank dishonesty of you and Special Agent_hand yourattemptto 2 6
“ambush” interview meoutside the courthouse,I will not be meeting with you or any other
Special Agent at any time concerning any allegations of the criminal cult of scientology ~

Otherwise, if you have questions you would like me to comment:on, please submit them
in writing and I will consider if any response is warranted.

Good luck with your investigation and may you have a rewarding career with the Bureau.
I hope that you can achieve results in your work without further cheapening the image of the
Bureau, its Director and the U.S. Attorney’s office by resorting to falsehoods and
misrepresentations directed toward an unrepresented individual.

Very truly yours,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 4/29/98

On Tuesday, April 28, 1998, Special Agent (SA)
received at the San Jose Resident Agency of the

Federal Bureau of_Investiqation via an overnight delivery service
a videotape from an attorney representing
Religious Technology Center in federal civil lawsuit number C-96-
20207-RMW, “Religious Technology Center versus

office is located at 60 South Market Street, Suite 1125,
San Jose, California, 95113-2332. The yideotane contains

 

  
 

   

   
 

   
excerpts of the deposition testimony of during the ree
discovery phase of the aforementioned copyright infringement .
case.

The videotape has been placed into the 1A section of
the case file.

UPLOADED AC7—
pate IBook
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Investigation on 4/29/98 a San Jose, California

bé
File# 69-SF-121641 -Ql Date dictated bIc

by SA| 4/29/98
 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it andits contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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The following investigation was conducted by sal b6
on April 29, 1998: bIC

  

AT SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

On April 29, 1998, a letter was sent tol———_—datea
April 27, 1998, acknowledging _a_ conversation which took place on
April 22, 1998, between SA| Jand| | The letter was sent
to via Federal Express. An Federal Express internal
tracking number was assigned to the package, number[o bé

 

   

Attached to an made part of this investigative insert is a
photocopy of the Federal Express “USA Airbill” associated with
the delivery of the aforementioned letter to

UPLOADED ACS O¢-
pate to [AY 
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Fed== USA Airbill #8 802486349413

®

opia
em Of00 Sanders Popy
  

4 From (please print and press hard)
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

Service Conditions, Declared Value, and Limit of Liability— By usingthis Airbill,
you agree to the service conditions in our current Service Guide or U.S.
Government Service Guide. Both are available on request. SEE BACK OF
SENDER'S COPYOFTHISAIRBILLFOR INFORMATIONAND ADDITIONALTERMS.
Wewill not ba responsible for any claim in excess ofS100 per package whether
theresult of loss, damage,or delay, non-delivery, misdelivery, or misinformation,
unfess you declare a higher value, payan additional charge, and documentyour

Questions?
Call 1-800-Go-FedEx (800)463-3339

0 eet pees

 

pate 4/27/98 Sender's FedEx Account Numbd

Sender's =
Name Phone4.08)995-5633

Company FBI

Adress 9790 S BASCOM AVE STE 3011
Dept/Foor/SuitefRoom

City SAN JOSE State CA 2p_ 95125
Ba YourInternalBilling ReferenceInformation

(Optional)(First 24 characters will appear on invoice}

3 To (please print and press hard)
Recipient's
Name Pho! fae

Company

Check here
ifresidence

Address ; forFadbebopieesSaver
(To "HOLD"at FadEx location, (We CannotDeliver to PO. Boxes or P.O. ZIP Codes) Dept/Aoor/Suite/Room
print FedEx addrass hare}

City - state LI

For HOLD at FedEx Location check here . For Saturday Delivery check here
Hold Weekday Hold Saturday (Not available at allocations) {Extra Charge, Not available to all locations)
{Not avadabla with (Available for Fed Peony Overnight | {Available for FedEx Prionty Overnight
FedEx First Overnight) and Fed€x 2Dayonly) and FedEx 2Day only)

actualloss in a timely manner, Your righttd recoverfrom us for any loss includesintrinsic
valueofthe package,loss of sales, interest, profit, attomey's fees, costs, and other forms
of damage, whetherdirect, incidental, consequential, or special, andis limited to the
Qreater of $100 orthe declared value but cannot exceed actual documented loss. The
tmaximum declared value for any FedEx Letter and FedEx Pak is $900. Federal Express
may,upon yourrequest, and with some [imitations,refund ail transportation chargespaid.
See the FedEx Service Guidefor furtherdetails.

The World On Time

 

4a) Express Package Service Packagesunder 150Ibs,  *heihs?insens'nact
mS FedEx Priority Overnight C] FedEx Standard Overnight

{Next business morning) {Next business aftemoon}

r] FedEx First Overnight
(Earliest next business moming delivery to select locations} ““iahes rates acaty)

TC FedEx 2Day Cc] FedEx Express Saver
{Second business day} (Third business day)
FedEx Letter Rate not available. Minimum charge: One poundrate,
 

EX) express Freight Service Packagesover 150 (bs. eerycanmanartnayea
[Tfes&xOvernight Freight [“]fedEx?DayFreight [| fedbx ExpressSaverFreight

(Cail for delivery schedule. See back for datailad descriptionsof freight sarvices.}

 

 

 

 

5 Packaging edEx FedEx FedEx FedEx Other
A CIR C] Box Tube Pkg.

pecansatuaasso

Special Handling iLboxmustbaSLYves|

Does this shipment contain dangerous goods?*ToNo [Wes Seas" Yes

Cl DryIceUniestg ca]canCargo Aircraft ony

“Dangerous Goodscannotbe shipped in FedExpacksging.

Payment

Bill Sender CeRecipient [__| Third Party [__JerecitCardCard [_] Gesashy
wall ba beled) (= enter Fedex accountno. or Credit Card no, below} ——I

ee Ld
Account No.

Cradit Exp.
Card No. Date

Tota! Packages Total Weight Total Declared Value" Total Charges

$ 00 $
 

* When declaring a value higher than $100 per shipment, you pay an additional charge. Sea SERVICE
CONDITIONS, DECLARED VALUE,AND LIMIT OF LIABILITY sectonfor further informaton.

 

EI Release Signature .30:> wcecre2 eu t rsutcotar ris onan

 

Your signature authorizes Federal ‘Express to deliverthis ship-
 mentwithout and agreesto i

and hold haemless Federal Express from anyresulting claims. 2 2a

Rev, Gate 8/97
Part #151557

1994-97FedEx
PRINTEDINUSA

003596068 3
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received at the San ase Resident Agency, vita the United States
Postal Service, an envelope containing photocopies of articles
preaanding the Church of*Scientology from |

_

on

 

i
w@

-1-

FEDERAL BUREAU OFINVESTIGATION

May 6, 1998,

s
Date of transcription 5 / 7 / 9.8

N
Special Agent (say

  

  telenhone
 

 

| residing a
   

 
 

The aforementioned package contain rover letter.
telephonically contacted on May 7,As such, SA

1998  at
 

as
   

 

 A male individual, identifying himself
Ollowing information:

 

|the Church of Scientology
also known as Religious Technolo Center, for ten years.
 

   
Jadvised that the|

|restroom within the COS main headquarters building.

  

  
 

in the event that the COS were ever searched by a law enforcement
agency.
 

   advised that the COS may be in contempt of a
federal court order issued in the Northern District of Virginia.
The court order commands the COS to place a warning on the inside
cover of its publications which advises readers that the COS has
not obtained a Federal Drug Administration approval for certain

is in possession of COS_publications whichCOS practices.
are

 

 in violation of the federal court order. advised that
 

 he  a copy of the
 

court order to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

 
bhavised that the COS is being investigated by

various national television news magazines, to include
“Dateline”, “Primetime Live”, and “Turning Point’.for committing
various fraudulent and suspicious activities. advised that

 

   

 

bé

bic

b7D

bé

bye

b7D

bé

bye 

Investigation on 5/7/98 a San Jose, California
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Date dictated
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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  Continuation of FD-302 of » On 5/7 /98 » Page
  

news magazine stories in relation to the COS’s fraudulent
activities, both domestically and internationally, are expected
to be broadcast before July, 1998.
 

The photocopies have been placed into a
1A envelope for the file.    
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 5/8/98

On Friday, May 8, 1998, Special Agent (SA)
received at the San Jose Resident Agency of the Federal

 

 

    

 
  
 

__ | aated May I, 1538, 6
and addressed to Grant D. Ashley, Acting Special Agent in Charge, bic
San Francisco Division of the FBI. The letter had been received
at the San Francisco office of the FBI via the United States
Postal Service.

The aforementioned letter is attached to and made part
of this FD-302.

UPLOADED ACS Pao
pate 2 1 &_,

 

 

  

 

Investigation on 5/8/98 at San Jose, California b6
b7c

Filey 69-SF-121641 —Qe4 Date dictated

by SA 5/8/98
    

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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May1, 1998

Via U.S. MAIL

Grant D. Ashley

Acting Special Agent in Charge
United States Departmentof Justice C_
Federal Bureau of Investigation

tc ash TZ
450 Golden Gate Avenue

Re: Commurhicati ASAIC Ahsley, SSA

 

   
     San Francisco, CA 94102

 
 

     

 

b

b C
H

Cc

I have no idea why your agencyis harassing me other than the report o

ho interviewed SA several weeks ago and informed methat a request by Chief
Magistrate Judge Edward A. Infante based upon a false complaint by the criminal cult of
scientology.

  

   

AsI said in my letter of March 9, 1998 I will fully cooperated with any investigation of
the Bureau. However I am unwilling to personally meet with representatives of your agency who
have proven themselves to misrepresent themselves to me. be

b7c
 

  
If in the unlikely event SA was truthful that he just wanted to “give me

information,” then he can certainly put that information in writing and send it to me. Andas I
said in myletter to him dated April 24, 1998, any questions you would like to put to me, you can
also put them in writing for my fullest consideration.

 

Considering the proven criminal background of the so-called Church of Scientology and
the admitted law-breaking by their agents in, for example, lying to my wife’s bank to obtain   



 

o x

‘ , ll

Communications withsateAhsley, SSA eS
‘ May 1, 1998

n Page 2 of 2

 

   

account information or using the US Mails to complete the defrauding of my elderly mother of
photographs of my children, you have your “investigation” backwards. bic

Enclosed: sworn affidavits evidencing scientology mail, wire, and bank fraud

Very truly yours,
 

   

   



  

e e
DECLARATION OF

oN

 

   

bé

1.], declare under penalty of perjury that: bic
 

   

 

2. On Wednesday, May 10, 1995 a man identifying himself as
representedhimself as a long-time friend from Stadium High School

kaid that he lived at i

Portland. He said that |ChiChi's Restaurant there on Broadway.

  

 
    

 
 

   
 

   
 

   

 

    

  

   
  

    
 

3. The man that identified himself as is shown in Exhibit A.

4, He asked for a current photograph of to "remember" what
he looked like. Because of his representations, I gave him several se
photographs of his wife and children. (Exhibit B.) pic

5. asked me not to mention saying that he
wishedit to be a surprise when he contacted

6. I didtell of the visit from told me he did not
know anyone by that name. Upon er checking we learnedthatthe. 
residence address and the restaurant he claimed to own did not exist.

7. More than two weeks later, the photographs were returned to mein the
U.S. Mail postmarked Portland, Oregon. (Exhibit C.)

8. Ireported the crime of criminal impersonation to the Tacoma Police pie
Department, Officer Case # 95-1530374

The aboveis true and correct to the best of my personal knowledge.

Executed this 3.& day of Cres , 1996 at Tacoma, Washington.

 

   
   



 

 

 
 

   
 

Long-time the Church of Scientology
   

Wanted on a felony warrant for impersonating a police officer, Tampa, FL

Case #94-12262

Warrant #94-05 1479

under investigation in Washington State for criminal impersonation,

Tacoma Police Department #95-1530374

ae
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Memo

 
To: ‘P/CAO

From: White - Teller
Date: September 12, 1996
Re: Suspicious Phone Call

*

The incident occurred at 11:50 AM. We received a phonecall from an individual who askedif this was the
Arcada Branch (Arcata was not pronounced correctly). He identified himself 7. The
indivi at their terminals were down and he neededinformation on account be
aHe askedif | wanted to pull it up by name or SS# (which he gave me). | gave him the bIC
account ber, history from 7/96, account balance and phone number. | asked again who was calling.
He said irom Branch 7. Thank you, Bye.

 

 
  

  
called lin Weaverville. Hid not call Arcata. Their terminals were not down.

   
 

If you have any questions,pleasecall.

Y
o

~
1

O

I declare under penalty ofperjury that the
 

 

     
 To
Date

 
 



 

2

27

28

® | ®

| | .
LAW OFFICES OF | L
60 South Market S
San Jose, CA 95113-2332

 

 
 

 

(408) 292-7600 Soares RELIGIOUS
= my |ECHNOLOGY

2501 West Burbank Blvd., Suite 309 [a CENTER bé
Burbank, CA 91505 ns b7C
(213) 960-1933 2° TE MIKE SUTTER

 

 

HOLDER OF THE DIANETICS® AND SCIENTOLOGY® TRADEMARKS
1710 Ivan Avenue: Suite 1100+ Los ANGELES * CALIFORNIA * 90028 - U.S.A + (213) 663-3258

   
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER
399 Park Avenue, 31st Floor
New York, NY 10022-4697
(212) 318-6000

RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, STANDARD,
KRINSKY & LIEBERMAN,P.C.
740 Broadway - Fifth Floor
New York, NY 10003
(212) 254-1111

Attorneysfor Plaintiffs
RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

 

   

   
RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER, ) Case No. C-96-20207-RMW
a California non-profit corporation, )

) DECLARATION OF
Plaintiff, }

v. ) ORDER TO SHOW CAUSERE:
) PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

an individual, )
) Date: February 14, 1997

Defendant. ) Time: 10:00 a.m.
) Ctrm: Hon. Ronald M. Whyte

bé
bic

DECLARATIONOH
Case No. C-96-20207-RMW
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a

longer, in the hope that [fright change his mind and come out, but he did not.

nevertheless called the police and filed a trespasscomplaint. The police report states that

 

    

 

   
wife acknowledged that Twas not rude or threatening to wife.” Ex.

 
 

 
6. No action was taken on [_Jeomptain

14. Similarly, nearly one year prior to the institution of this case, a licensed .

private investigator acting on behalf of RTC made telephone inquiries of Austin Code Works,

which apparently at one time distributed a software product had developed. RTC’s
 

   

investigation has not turned up any information which suggests that the investigator made
 

  
representations about former employment with Apple Computer. The same

 

 

  
investigator also interviewed mother and obtained some recent photos, which the

 

investigator then returned to her. The investigator was taken off the case, and has never

worked on it since.

15. __hlso alleges an incident of someone obtaining someofhis telephone

records from Pacific Bell. RTC has no knowledgeof and had no direct or indirect

 

 
involvement with an apparent effort by someone to access]_telephone records at

Pacific Bell on August 7, 1995. RTC did not authorize, direct, or ratify any such action. It

has no information that any such action was taken. It has made specific inquiries of the

private investigators employed by RTC’s counsel at the time, who havestated that they did

not engage in such acts, and have no knowledge of thein whatsoever.

16. The only incident alleged by [to have occurred since the inceptionofthis

lawsuit, besides the forged Je-mails, was in September, 1996. claimsthatat

that time, someone obtained bank records regarding an account of his wife. My investigation

  
 

 

    

of this allegation revealed that a private investigator retained by RTC’s counsel hired another

investigator to assist in the investigation. The second investigator apparently obtained the

account information and recent activity in the bank account of bite at Humboldt

Bank. RTC’s counsel and I first learned of the investigator’s action after it occurred when

 

 

  
broughtit up ina posting to the Internet. We had never requested such information

 

from any investigator, nor did we authorize, direct or ratify the actions of any investigator in

Gase-No-: C-96-20207-RMW 3

bé

b7

b6

bye

O

bé

bye 
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e a
obtaining such information. When welearned that the investigator hired by counsel had

indirectly obtained such information, after claim that this had occurred, we

immediately directed that he be terminated from participation in anyinvestigation of|

bé

b7C
 

   

 
 

   

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, and that this

declaration was executed by me on the o\ th day of January, 1997, in the state of

 

  
 

pectaraTionoy|
Caso No. C-96-20207-RMW ’ 6
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY

SHERIFF’S OFFICE

CAL HENDERSON, SHERIFF
BO. Box 3371 Tampa FT. 33601 Phone (813) 247-8000

 

     
      
 

 

      

   

   
     

  

 

    

  

 

  

  

To: _. ee
 

 

   
 

   

Agency Fex Number

Attn: —_ z —

From: MélebarOU C0 LARCAIOTS
Name J “Driaion Phone/Fax 
 

Message:1 (C_ Vale CeGut est
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Date: HfaS/Go_——. Number of Pages:ee
   (inelude cover sheet)

SO(GEN) 550 (7/93)
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LAWUTIGESTa: Dae: 2505 Time: TaggPa Page2of2
HILLSROROUGH WARRANTS TEL :813-247-0954 Apr 25 96 16:01 No.O11 P .02

. : : wt béWw NOT FOR EXECUTION or
THIS COPY FOR INFORMATION ONLY

ay . a   
IN THE CZRCUIT COURT IN AND FORHILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, STATE GF FLORIDA

CRIMINAL DIVISION Haswsssl3TATE OF FLORIDA
CASE NO: 94-12262 CraNS 

 

DIVISroNn: Oo
AGENCY: TPD ‘
OFFENSE DATE: 06708794 

 

 

+ bé
- Dil

CAPTAS

-N THE NAME OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA ~ FO ALL AND SINGULAR THE SHERIFFS OF‘HE STATE OF FLORIDA

‘REETINGS:

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED TO TAKE THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT IF FOUNDN YOUR COUNTY, AND HAVE THEM SAFELY KEPT SO THAT YOU HAVE THEIR BODY BEFOREHE JUDGE OF OUR CIRCUIT COURT. CRIMINAL JUSTICE DIVISION, IN AND FORILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, STATE OF FLORIDA, AT THE COURTHOUSE ANNEX .TOWER IN TAMPA,LORIDA, TO ANSWER UNTO STATE OF FLORIDA ON AN INFORMATION FOUNDGAINST THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT BY THE STATE ATTORNEY FOR THE COUNTY OFTLLSBOROUGH FOR:

   
 

 

 

 

4LSELY PERSONATING OFF BND: $1,000.00
Matern

NOTFoR EXECUTION
; THIS COPYFor INFopuND HAVE YOU THEN AND THeWWiieal Rit: ORMATION ONLYSAN, a

ST

ULCoMh WITNESS MY HARD-AND SEAL THIS
— ae oa SRD DAY OF OCTOBER, 1994. be|

, st . } Dei

oe CLERK OF CIRCUIT AND COUNTY COURTspeeeetghae HE FLORIDAUegaBeEES ,
se v7 DEPUTY CLERK 

DoE HAIR BRO 1 eeAGE 43 EYES GRN Sse ~~  «RACE WHITE S =o * AGENCY? CLERR8 ° 95 JSAIL® L.TIONNOT FOR EXECU

THIS COPY FOR INFORMATION ONLY
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THE RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER,Inc.

 

    



 

 

"AVEONESDAY, MAY 1, 1983

“Scientology

Police chief condemns eX-cop’s eavesdropping
Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl

Gates, April23, strongly condemned
the purported actions of an LAPD
officer, who @lepedly authorized a
fired pollee, sergeant to conduct
“electronic eavesdropping”in an in-
vestigation of the Church of Scien:
tology. ;
Chief Gates, ina public announce-

ment, said the alleged improper act |
of Phillip Rodriguez, a Northeast
Atea officer, was to sign a letter
believed to have been drafted by the
one-time Hollywood Sgt, Eugenc M,
Ingram, now & private investigator,
authorizing Ingram to engage irs
eavesdropping. -

Los Angeles Police Department
spokegyman Commander William
Booth sald the LAPD's internal af-
.falrs division has been ordered to
make thoroughinvestigation of the
intident.

. Ingram way discharged effective .
Ot. St, 1980, the day hewaa charged
with some IZ counts of wrongdolng
involving narcotics suspects. An
LAPD board of rights found Ingram
‘guilty of six of the counts and
recommended tis dismizszat in
January of 1961, but the discharge |

_ ‘was effective on the date he was -
rélieved from duty.

' Meanwhile, a statement by the

‘side of

‘gating the church.-
In a weitten release, the.church

Seientologtats places Ingram on the .
church, in contrast to.

LAPD’s belief that be wan investl- -

claimed that videotapes purportedly
anthorized by Rodriguez and made
by Ingram were part of a church
“ating” operation and revealed “a
bizarre, multigovernment-agency ..,. -
plot designed to take over the con-

‘.trol, property and assets. of the
church,
The tapes were made of meetings

in Griffith Park to document an FBI
eounterintelligence program
against the church, the retease
stated. ;
‘On the subject of the letter and

", h6s Feliz Hilly Mews - Northwest Leader - Griffith Pork News - Porkide Journ!

Rodriguez's purported involve: °
tment, Gates sald, “It has come to
my attention that a member of the

: LAPD, very foollshly, without
proper authorization and contrary to
the policy of this department, signed -
a letter to Engene M. Ingram,
believed to have heen drafted by
Ingram himself."
The,letternyrports “to authorize

Ingris: to WAgage in artPonte
       eaveloppl ar” said Gale “The

etteicuilongcath all the Esxboried “*
2 amtionis Invalid aanehe not @

  

Correspondence from the Los
' Angeles Polloe Depzrtment.

“The Los Angeles Police Depart:
Tent has not cooperated with Gene
Ingram:— it will be a old day in hell
when we do,” Gates continued. |
“Tt have directed an official Jetter
to Ingram informing him that the
letter signed by Officer Phillip
Rodriguez dated Nov. 7, 1054 and alt
other letters of purported authoriza-
tions directed to him and or signed
by any member of the LAPD are ite
valid andunauthorized,’Gates gaid,
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Police
_loolcing for
church's ©
private eye.
wi Officers suspectan
investigator for the
Church of Scientology of
impersonating a
Hillsborough detective to
get information, -

 

By THOMAS C. TORIN
‘Terme Stott Witter

A private Investigator whe
does work on behalf of tha Church

1
m
e
e
t

of Sclentotogy is being songht by . "
Tampa police in a case that fea.
tures a bizarre claim about the
Pasco County sheriif,

The investigator, a former Los
AngelesBpoliceciticee named Eu-

. pene tn, fa accused of
capereonaticg®&a Hillsborough
County sheriff's datective. Tampa
police say ingram was quizving s
womay about an alleged prostitu- .
tion ring thet he ald involved Pas-

. co County Sheriff Lee Cannon.
Police atso have investigated

_ Matt Bratschi, 2 reporter for the
church publication oss Maga:
zine. Bratschi, who as not been
charged, is believed by police to
have sccompanied Ingram on the
interview,

The woman, who lives in Pasca
County, contacted authorities and
told them she does nat know Can-
non and knows nothing «about 4
prostitution ring, .

“] waa little amazed,” Can-
non said Friday of the church's
inquiry. “Thew
tery to me.”

nie thing tea mye

a
r
e
n
e

ot
ge

ee
ns
.

"SACRAARTE Se
* fle asd he has never had any
contact with the Church of Scien-
tology, does not know the womsn
and in not connected to any prostls
tution ring. Nor f& his de ent
involved In any taxge-scale proati«
tution investigation, hesaid,

The woman, whose name is”
seithbiedd by the F¥xres to pratect
Her privacy, declinedtertogurent
Friday.

Former niembers and éritics of
the church say Ingram has bean
eeen around the canntry fa recent
years, harassing them in connec-
tion with their anti-Scientologyac~
tivities, questionfug thelr neign
bora and using other intimida
tacos,

Ingram did not yaturn mes
soges to his Los Angeles business
office Friday, Bratschi could not be
teached jort Spmment. tes ta

ngram’s es myer,
Efilot Ateleon, saldfngeles that ha
bad tio inforruation on the charge
but added that it “sounds ridica-
fous.” He satd Ingram works for
several law ficms, some of w
represent theChurch of Sclentofa-
By.

Ingram "ty que of the Guest
lpvestigators T’va-eyer seen,” sald
Abelson, who niso has represented
Scientology and has known Ingram

« for 20 years, “He'sjust ordinary
folk 4s far ns I'm concerned.dcdon't
think he has intimidated a
rhe doesn't watt to be in date

Kurt Weiland, & top Scientolo-
fyomofficial in Los Angeles, aald

and Rratschj were working.
onrtw0 Investigations for Freedom
magazine ject year.

Goe was based on s tip about
sexual activities Invelying Pasco
County officials, he eald, The oth-
er, he said, was an Investigation of |
the St, Petersburg Tises. For
years, the Church of Scfentalo
as been critical of the coverage it

has received fram the Tisres.
The church's spicitual head-

quarters are in Clearwater.
At somé point, Welland said,

‘ Plense seo POLIGE 118
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Yziginal Please Retarn |
IN THE DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR KAY COUMTY

STATE DF OXLAHONA

 

 

 
 

TATE GF OKLAHOMA, I !Plaintiff, 1
I

VS J CASE NO. CRM-99-295
3

erncdant. 2

WARRANT bé
STATE OF OKLAHQHA, COUNTY OF KAY, BS:
THE STATE UF OKLAHOMA TO SHERIFF'DF KAY COUNTY, GREETINGS:

WHEREAS, has fade complaint.by-tnfor Lon andnpnOath before me, the undersigned Magisbeate,. that oFHaid county; did on or about the lth day-ef Septeaher, ez the CountyVay, Gtate of Oklahoma, unlawfully, willfully and wrongfully commit thecrime af. CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPON aS THARGED IN COLT i ANP VIDLATION OFPRIVATEINVESTIGATGR ACT ASCHARHED IN COUNT 2.

 

   

COUNT { - CARRYING A CONSEALED WEAPON, 21 0.5,. 1209.5 . ,
‘eat is to aay, tha taid defendant, on or about the A4th- day of Saptemter,VG, then and there beang, did unlautully, willfully and wronpruliy carrysancgaled on o¢ #baut his perien a certain WRAPON, For-wite-.. a handgunin. «thouider hokgter, said defendant mgt ‘being then and there” £4.personvermdtted tad carry. a conteaied,weapon undar the provisiens of, the , Gkiahome“aredrins AGE of 1971; contrary to the form and the statute in suck cases tArak and provided and against the peacaiwnd .digngty of the State of
hed gharemas . . . : ? ;

COUNT 2 - VIQLATION OF PRIVATE INVERTIGATOR @GTp 420 0.8, a7. ak: ai sec,
hat Lei to gay,the said defendant,.on ang abouf, the jdih.day-at Septeabar,+39, and xn the County and State atorwaeid;: then ‘amd “+ being, - didlawfully, willflly and kaewingly holds.hinself put. t - heah persan.rwiducting@ private investigationts? atid - reporting tha\eguits. ta anmnployer or client without havingfirst complied, with a11 previsionn af the,‘rivate Investigators Act (424 0.6, 1780.1 St a1 seg.) andthe regulationseegPeeatedophapeundeey edhbeoeyaud thO4ForbliGBTEaSktMAUETER!aCeSate‘ade? aud “provided and against the peace and dignity otf the State oflLiahma. .

THERSFORE COMMANDED to forthwith arrest and take bewid] custody and bring him before me or some other bc‘thyistrate having cognizance of the case, to be dealt with according toavy You are further directed te “pxecute this. Witt oY pacranteitherti thelay time or night tame,
RD

“7 -Given under my hand and seal this 14th day af Sopten 1985, '

), ‘ee
UDBE OF THE DISTRICF™
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Date of transcription 5 / 8 / 98

On Friday, May 8, 1998, Special Agent (SA) [|
[_~_jreceived at the San Jose Resident A ;

eau_o estigation (FBI) a letter from be

| dated May 1, 1998, pic
and addressed to Grant D. Ashley, Acting Special Agent in Charge,
San Francisco Division of the FBI. The letter had been received
at the San Francisco office of.the FBI via the United States
Postal Service.

 

 

The aforementioned letter is attached to and made part

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

of this FD-302.

|
|
|
|
|

 

 

 
 

 

b6 —

Investigationon 5/8/98 at San Jose, California bie

¥
File # 69-sF-121641 »,Jet Date dictated

by SA ny 5/8/98
    

This documentcontains neither recommendations nor conclusions ofthe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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nyFonnoens investigation was conducted by SA
|

|
|
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AT SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

  

 

 | residing at
sent to the San Francisco Division a written i

communication dated May 1, 1998, alleging that the Religious be

   

   

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  
  

The aforementioned printouts have been placed into a 1A
envelope for the file.

Technology Center, also known as the Church of Scientology, pyc
committed mail and ware fraud through a private investigator,

‘ S
an On May 12, 1998, a criminal history was obtained for|

| social security number date o ir
alitornia drivers license number b6

e bye
aforementione mina istory reveais Was Cited by the
Los Angeles District Attorney’s office in 1981 for the following
violations of the California penal code: conspiracy to obstruct
justice, conspiracy to commit a crime, pimping and pandering.

In addition, a query| |revealed that
social security number,| jis associated with

wo other individuals, |
jand | b6

b7C
bIE

©
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Church’s secrets
violated, jury says
Mar'sInternet postings defied copyright
BY HowARDMINTZ .
Mercury NewsStaffWriter

A Palo Alto engineer will pay a
stiff price for thumbing his nose at
the Church of Scientology by pub-
lishing its teachings on the Internet.
« After less than a
day of delibera-
tions, a San Jose
federal jury this
week ordered
Keith Henson to
pay $75,000 to the
Religious Technol-
ogy Center, a wing
of the Scientology
organization, for
deliberately violat-

ing copyright laws.
The verdict came
after a four-daytri-
al before U.S. Dis-
trict Judge Ronald

Whyte.
Henson, who has warned that the

case could have.achilling effect on
free speech on the Internet, may

face further penalties for putting the

Henson

 

online.

 

church’s published worksonline.
Under federal copyright laws, Hen-
son can be ordered to pay the tech-

nology center's legal fees and costs,
which could add thousands of dol-
lars to thejudgment.
The church, which has aggres-

sively litigated in courts around the
country to keep its secret teachings
off the Web,called the jury’s verdict
a “strong message to those who
think laws and property rights are
suspended on the Internet.”
“The actions of people like Hen-

son give.the Internet 2 bad name,”
said Helena Kobrin, counsel for the
Los Angeles-based church. “Free-
dom of speech does not mean free-
dom to break the law or to injure
others.”
The Religious Technology Cen-

ter’s lawsuit against Henson stems
from his decision two years ago to

“publish the church’s teachings on
the Intemet. Specifically, Henson
posted excerpts from a church man-
ual called “Nots 34,” dealing with

SeeSCIENTOLOGY, Page2B

Charucter:

or 
Violated,

Cndiente page, aome of .

Acusouoer, crly and atale.} - .

San Jose
Mercury News

[diatecs page 1B

Kilian: May 14, 1998

Tue: “Church's Secrets
jury says
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Jury awards church $75,000 2
a SCIENTOLOGY
from Page 1B

Scientology's approach to medi-
cal treatments.
Henson has always maintained

that he posted the material to
alert the public to church posi-
tions that amounted to “medical
and legal abuses.”
Henson and other church crit-

ics posted transcripts of the tial
on various Web sites the past
weekto highlight what was trans-
piring in Whyte’s courtroom.
Those postings might land Hen-
son in further hot water with the
judge: The Internet postings in-
clude a substantial portion of
Henson's testimony that took
place in closed session becauseit
involved discussion of the secret
church documents.
Whyte ordered the transcripts

sealed, but they have wound up
on the Web. Henson said the ma-
terial was placed online inadver-
tently, and he apologized for the
mistake. But churchofficials may

seek further sanctions.
The trial, meanwhile, focused

solely on the amount of damages
Henson would be forced to pay.
The judge previously held that
Henson was liable for copyright
infringement, exposing him to a
maximum $100,000 penalty. In
closing arguments Tuesday, Hen-
son’s lawyer asked the jury to
award $500.

Despite the jury's verdict, Hen-
son remained unapologetic
Wednesday.

“Tt is amazing the trouble you
can get into for trying to warn the
public about health hazards,”
Henson said. “This (trial) was
about saying it’s proper to use
copyright (laws) to prevent pub-
lic discussion of criminal activity.
This wasjust a loss ofa battle ina
largerwar.”
The Henson case is one of

three copyright lawsuits “the
church has filed in the San Jose
federal courts.

In 1996, Netcom On-line Com-
munications Services settled out

&The actions of ~
people like Henson.

give the Internet a.

bad name. ¥
. — Helena Kobrin, counsel

for the church:

of court with the church in a case.
_ watched closely by the high-tech,
community because it raised,
questions about whether online
providers can be held responsible.
forwhat is published onthe Inter:."
net.
The churchis apparently close

to settling a third case against an
Arcata software developer, Grady ,
Ward, who was accused of copy-
right violations for publishing
church materials on the Web.
Whyte in 1996 found that Ward
had infringed on church's copy-
righted materials.   ssumerye
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The following investigation was conducted by sal —
 

 
on June 11, 1998:

  

AT SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

 On June 11, 1998, writer telex
[sj telephone| Jor

 

honically conta teal

 an attorney bé
 

representing Religious Technology Center in federal civil lawsuit bIC
pomber9-96-20207-RMW “Religious Technology Center versus

[__Jaavisea that his client and | are currently
in settlement negotiations in relation fo e arforementioned
civil lawsuit. Said case was recently transferred from the
docket of Judge RONALD M. WHYTE to the docket of Judge JEREMY b6
FOGLE, who is currently attempting to put together an acceptable 47>

 

settlement agreement between the two parties.
writer upon the acceptance by both parties of
agreement.

On June 10, 1998, writer accessed the I
downloaded an Internet posting by

 

  
 

| [dated May 13, 1998. The subject line of  bé
the posting states,| | settles RTC _v.| |

 

 will advise
a binding
 

 

ternet and

lawsuit.” b7C 

A printout of the aforementioned posting is attached to and
made part of this investigative insert.

UPLOADED A {Bay
pate —)ilz |

Ase-\>1w4+|1  
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From:

Date: L998/03/13 ee
Message-ID: | t be
Newsgroups: alt.religion.scientology,misc.legal
{More Headers]

Subject: | lsettles RIC of Jlawsuit

  

 

On the heels of the shocking|___verdict -- awarding $75,000.00 for

posting two pages of something that had been posted many times before,
not secretly in his own name, something that he didn't try to make
a cent on "ected his lawsuit with scientology.

The terms were agreed upon in the court of District Judge Fogel and
will be gone into in detail after they have been reduced to writing in
the next 14 days as ordered by the Judge.

Important concepts in the settlement included no erosion of the right

of]des "fair use" material and other rights associated with
the Firs endment and no admission of wrong-doing by either party.

As part of the settlement,[__Jwi12 agree to dismiss his RI terclaim.
Scientology will dismiss all three of their lawsuits agains in the
suit alleging copyright infringement, their adversary action
bankruptcy, and”their thrid suit moving to withdraw the bankkuptcy “—
reference to district court. 7 ys

 

While[| will payscientology money as part of the settlement, he

fully agreed with the final settlement terms as composed in front of Judge
Fogel and worked on by both parties and the Judge for several hours.

While neither party oehanel pheased by the settlement --{[
for example refused to shake offered hand after the agreement -- _
both sides feel more productive things can be done with their time right now be
than continue litigating in several courts for years to come. BIC

 

(For those interested in such things, District Judge Fogel was. confirmed to
the bench a month ago to take the place of District Judge Aguilar who left
his lifetime appointment to the bench under a cloud.)

 

6/10/98 8:55 AM  
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

 

 

450 Golden Gate Avenue

 

   
 

   

In Reply, Please Refer to San Francisco, California 94102
_ File No. June 19, 1998

bE
b7C

Deay

A letter was sent to you on April 23, 1998,
acknowledging a conversation you had with Special Agent csayl_|

of the San Francisco Federal Bureau of Investiaation
(FBI) office on April 22, 1998, whereby you instructed SA
to put forth in writing his verbal request to you for an
interview.

 

   

You responded to the aforementioned request for an
interview by sending to our office a letter dated May 1, 1998,
wherein you state your willingness to cooperate with the FBI. As
such, this letter will serve as a second, and final, written
request for an interview.

In your 1998, letter to our office you make
reference to SA verbal request for an interview by
stating, “he just wanted to ‘give me information.” In addition
= requested said “information” put forth in writing. []

1

 

  the “information” that SA was referring to during ese
Ss verbal request for an interview_is simply a standard

interview introduction whereby SA[____] will provide to you a
verbal prologue in order to inform you as to the purpose of the
interview.

The information that sali provide to you is
that our office is investigating a possible contempt of court
violation related to the federal civil lawsuittowhich you are a
party, “Religious Technology Center versus "number
C-96-20207-RMW, Federal District Court for The No istrict 6
of California, San Jose, California. As such, satfouls bre
simply like to ask you a few questions which may clear up this
aforementioned situation. At such an interview, you may be
represented by legal counsel, if you so choose.

   

CG) - 69-SF-121641
1 - SA UPLOADED Ags

DATE
   

 LI-sBe-|\21WY |RS  



 

s i

sa[_____ijis willi eet with you at a location
most convenient to you. SA will arrange to meet with you bé
in San Jose, San _Francisco, Or, if you do not want to travel to BIC
the Bay Area, sa| will travel to Eureka in order to meet
with you.

 

sa| can be contacted at the San Jose Resident

Agency of the FBI, 950 S. Base e te 3011, San Jose, bs
California, 95128, telephone | Please contact him 7c
directly upon receipt of this communication to arrange a suitable
date, time and location for an interview.

 

 

Sincerely,

GRANT D. ASHLEY

Acting Special Agent in Charge
 

    
By 3   
Supervisory Special Agent
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 7/10/98

On Friday, July 7, 1998, Special Agent (SA)

 

 

 

[Jreceivea at the San Jose Resident Agency of the Federal bé
pumean_of—Tnvestidation—(Eb—a—nackade—from | BIC

+} dated June 23,

1998, and addressed to| |Supervisory Special
 

Agent, San Francisco Division of the FBL. The letter had been
received at the San Francisco office of the FBI via the United
States Postal Service.

The package consisted of a cover letter and photocopies
of various other documents in connection withL_}litigation

 

 

 

involving Religious Technology Center, also known as the Church pie
of Scientology.

The aforementioned letter is attached to and made part
of this FD-302. The aforementioned other documents have been
placed into a 1A envelope for the file.

UPLOADED ACS

DATE <7] | see _

Investigation on 7/10/98 a San Jose, California bé
b7e

File# 69-SF-121641 - QO Date dictated
  

 

    
by SA 7/10/98

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI andis loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.   
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bé
b7C

June 23, 1998

Vis U.S. MAIL

Supervisory Special Agent
Federal Bureau of Investigation
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco. CA 94102 be

b7c

Re: Your letter dated June 19, 1998

Dear Agen

I refuse to be party to the harassmentofthe criminal cult of scientology who caused a
baseless complaintto be lodged with Chief Magistrate Edward A. Infante. Enclosedare the
documented instances of mail, wire, and bank fraud connected with the criminal cult of
scientology in the litigation C 96-20207. I suggest that you stop ignoring the true criminal
perpetrators here and investigate Religious Technology Center for their on-going racketeering
and conspiracy to obstruct justice.

- Very truly yours, :
bé
bIc

Attached: sworn declaration by| IRTC, the litigation arm of the
criminal cult of scientology affirming his connection with] d unknown 

 

investigators who have committed mail, wire, and bank fraud against me and myfamily.
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   The following investigation was conducted by SA
 

   

AT SAN JOSE, CATTFORNIA

On August 7, 1998, writer telephonically contacted_the law
office of| | telephone or

| | Said office represents Religious Technology Center in
ederal civil lawsuit number C-96-20207-RMW, “Religious

Technology Center versus Writer requested a
photocopy of a U.S. District Court subpoena which
served in the Southern District of California on the Custodian of
Records of Pacific Bell. The subpoena commanded Pacific Bell to
produce certain telephone records associated with the Pacific
Bell account of Religious Technology Center, Inc.

On August 10, 1998, wryex_neceiveda_ghotoceny of the
aforementioned subpoena from an associate attorney

 

 

   

  
 

at the law office of | | A photocopy of the b6
subpoena is attached to and made part of this investigative BIC
insert.

UPLOADED A
DATE st Te Oe
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Law OFFICES OF

THOMAS R. HOGAN
60 SoutH Market Street, Suite l25 TELEPHONE (408) 292-7600

SAN Jose, CALIFORNIA 95113-2332 FACSIMILE (408) 292-76i1

August 7, 1998

 

  
 

Federal Bureau ofInvestigation

950 S. Bascom Avenue

Suite 3011

San Jose, California 95128

 

Re:

Deal]
Pursuant to your request, enclosed herewith please find a copy ofthe Subpoena which

ised to obtain documents from Pacific Bell relating to our client, Religious Technology

  
 

 

   
Center.

Should you require any additional information, please feel free to contact ouroffice.

Verv truly vours, bo
 

 /th

Enclosures
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a Issued by the ~ - oh
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT CASE #: 8732AYU"

Southern Californi
DISTRICT OF HARASS}

Religioss Technology Center, Inc. \
SUBPOENA IN A CIVIL, CASE 7

Vv.
 CASE NUMBER: (C96-20207 RMW EAL
   

YO: Custodian of Records of Pacific Bell

(1) vou ane COMMANDED 19 appear in the United States District Court at the place, cate, and time specified below to
teatify In tha above oase. .

TEE

orTea Soumrmacs

DATE ANG TRAE

  
Cc} YOU ARE COMIMVANDEO 1G appear at the place, date, and time spectied below to terslyatthe taking af « dapoationin
tha above casa.
“PLACE GF DEPORTION DATE ANO Tia

  
[x YOU ARE COMMANDED to oraduce and permit inspection and copying at the following documents cr objects at ihe
place, date, $nd time boecified below (iat documents or chigcts):

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

   

~—

Ses ExhibitA,

wacl As SST infra DATE AMD TRAE - bé

| April 4, 1997 10:00AM, 7S

. ry YOU ARE COMMANDED to parmit inspection of the following premises at the date and time specified below.
me : DATE ANDTHE

ott veeceMbate, nat & party D. aux that is subpoensed for the taking of = deposition shall designate ons or more

‘brareinig@agy agents, or other persons who consent to teatify on its Sehalt, and may set forth, for cach
ec the matters on which ihe person will testify. Federal Aules of Civil Procedure. 30(b) (8).

aonppoe{QcfSATE FATTORNEY POA PLANTE? OM OEPENDANTI BATE

Attomey pro se, Defendant March 19, (997 be
BEUNG OFFICER§ NANG, ADDRCES AND PHONE NUMBER bic

  
 

(See Fuse 46, Keuevat Fulos of Civil Prewedure, Parts C&Don Reverse}

* it action is pending 11 district other than detict of iaguanne. siate cistrict under case ruanber.

  



 

 

@ -~@

Lxhibst A.

All telephone records relating to Religious ‘l'echnology Center, Inc. at 1710 Ivar Avenue,

Ste. 1100, Los Angles, California 90028 trom Jannary 1, 1995 toUie presen.
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The following investigation was conducted by sa{

AT SAN JOSE, CALTFORNIA

On Au iter telephonically contacte
offic f telephone or

Said office represents Religious Technology Center in be
edéral civil lawsuit number C-96-20207-RMW, “Religious :

Technology Center versus[__] Writer requested a pac
photocopy of a U.S. District Court subpoena which
served in the Southern District of California on the Custodian of
Records of Pacific Bell. The subpoena commanded Pacific Bell to
produce certain telephone records associated with the Pacific
Bell account of Religious Technology Center, Inc.

On August 10, 1998, writer received a photocopy of the
aforementioned subpoena from| | an associate attorney _
at the law office of| | A photocopy of the be

 

     

 

 

 

subpoena is attached to and made part of this investigative
insert.

04 -SE-12144/—30
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 9/22/98

 

  n Tuesday, September 22, 1998, Special Agent (SA)
received at the San Jose Resident Agency of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation via the U.S. Postal Service a
photocopy of the Order Pursuant to Judicially Supervised

 

 

 

 

Settlement and Final Judgment Injunction with exhibits from bé
| |} an attorney representing Religious Technology bIC
Center in federal civil lawsuit number C-96-20207-RMW, “Religious
Technolgy Center versus| | office is located at
 

10 Almaden, Suite 535, San Jose, California, 95113.

advised, via an enclosed letter, that the
aforementioned settlement brings an end to the civil copyright
infringement case between the Church_of Scientology, also known
as Religious Technology Center, and

 

   

 

 

  
 

bé6

The photocopies, which number over 500, are being bie
maintained in the 1C section of the case file.

. . b6
Investigation on 9/22/98 at San Jose, California Mic

File # 69-SF-121641 Date dictated

by SA ye. 9/22/98
    

 

This document containsneither recommendations nor conclusions ofthe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are notto be distributed outside your agency. (9At /2| L4/4
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Date: 03/31/99 Time: 16:38

Case ID: 69-SF-121641 Serial: 32

Description of Document:

Type FD302
Date : 10/13/98
To : SAN F

From : |
Topic: INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM ATTORNEY be

pic
Reason for Permanent Charge-Out:

SERIALIZED INTO WRONG. FILE (E.M.)
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date oftranscription 10/13/98

 

  On October 13, 1998, Special Agent (SA)
received at the San Jose Resident Agency of the Federal

Bureau of Inv i n overnight delivery service a b6
package from an attorney representing Religious BIC
Technology Center. office is located at Ten Almaden
Street, Suite 535, San Jose, California, 95113, telephone (408)
292-7600.

 

The package contained a cover letter and photocopies of
the following documents in relation to Religious Technology
Center versus case no. C~96-20207 RMW:
 

   

1. Plaintiff’s Motion for an Order to Show Cause Re:

 

  

 

   

 

 

  
 

  
 

 

Contempt;

2. Declaration of | in Support of
Plaintiff’s Motion for an Order to Show Cause Re:
Contempt; b6

bIC

3. Ex Parte Motion for an Order to Show Cause Re:
Contempt;

4. Declaration of in Support of
Plaintiff’s Ex Parte Motion for an Order to Show
Contempt.

The aforementioned documents has beenplaced into the
1A section of the case file.

b6
b7c

Investigation on 10/13/98 at San Jose, California

File# 69-SF-121641 Date dictated

by SA 10/13/98
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Case ID 4: %69-SF-121641 (Pending)

Title: | laka
 

aka,

   QORELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER aka, BT
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY - VICTIM;
CONTEMPT OF COURT.

 

  
Synopsis: Memorialize meeting with AUSA

 

Details: On July 25, 1999 the agent of record met with AUSA
in order to provide an update on the above

referenced case. .
 

AUSA advised that he does not believe that the
evidence as provided rises to a level which would sustain a
federal indictment/prosecution for a contempt of court charge.
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AUSA has had numerous telephonic conversations

the attorneys representing the complainants in this matter. AUSA
 

 

 
has informed the complainants that unless clear and  

  

convincing evidence can be presented which indicates willful
contempt of court by subjec Jno further investigative and
prosecutorial actions will be taken by the USAO.

 

 

AUSA considers this matter closed within the San
Jose USAO. As such, writer recommends this matter be closed.
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